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Abstract

Societal demands for forests and their amenities have changed considerably over the last decades in Europe. The
satisfaction of social demands can be limited significantly through discrepancy between private forest goals and
societal forest demands. State intervention can help to solve this problem using forest policy. The change of
societal forest demands underlines the need for sound forest policy to adhere to these requested demands.
To do this effectively all forest owners should be targeted. Especially difficult to reach is the private forest owner
(PFO) group, since they are influenced less by forest policy compared to public owners. In the Netherlands 51%
of the forest is privately owned. Reaching these PFOs through policy is important to adhere to societal demands.
This study focusses on the participation of PFOs in forest subsidies.
Over the last decades more and more doubts about forest owners’ engagement in policy tools, such as in the
SVNL subsidy, have risen in the literature. Research from different countries show that the effectiveness of these
subsidies can be questioned. This can be, first of all, because forest owners are not willing to participate. Next to
not being effective in terms of unwillingness to participate, research has found that objectives would also be
reached without the subsidy. Generally, literature about the evaluation of interventions in forestry is lacking and
highly needed. When researching this, it is important to distinguish between different types of PFOs.
The Netherlands provides subsidies for forest owners to maintain and improve forest biodiversity and quality,
the ‘subsidy for nature and landscape’ (SVNL). The overall goal of the SVNL subsidy scheme is to maintain and
strengthen the conservation and recreational value of forests by enhancing management. This research’s’
objective is to evaluate the effectiveness of the SVNL subsidy for different types of PFOs The research questions
is: What is the effectiveness of the SVNL subsidy? This question is split into 2 sub questions: A) To what extent
does the SVNL subsidy lead to a change in management behaviour and recreational provision through opening
up? B) How does this differ between PFO types?
In the period of 20 November 2020 to 19 January 2021, 16 interviews were conducted with PFO’s. Overall, most
interviews were conducted with private estates owners (PEO’s). I used directed content analysis to analyse the
interviews. Because literature does not provide us with a complete understanding of the phenomenon I used an
unconstrained matrix to be flexible in creating extra categories or subcategories.
It became clear that the SVNL subsidy does not contain a clear incentive or impulse for most private estate
owners to change their management and hence the conservational and/or recreational value of the forest. Most
managers felt that the SVNL scheme provided not more than a financial support for having forest and remaining
it. The conservation of the estate is the most, or one of the most important goals for them. The SVNL scheme is
not effective for this group, since it does not change private estate owner’s management, because they do not
see a real incentive within the SVNL other than maintain the forest as forest, which they would fulfil anyways.
It appears that some owners from the nature-oriented cluster do not participate in the scheme, whereas all (but
1) owners from other clusters do participate. This reveals a possible correlation between cluster type and
5

application rate. There were 4 managers that changed their management (slightly). These owners were from all
clusters so no difference between cluster can be identified.
So far the SVNL scheme has not really been changing the management of PEO’s in the Netherlands. Therefore,
the effectiveness seems to be low. Managers often see the scheme as a payment for social and environmental
services. Such a scheme with different levels would better serve the current situation of PEO’s in the Netherlands,
in which the Forest strategy and corresponding climate goals, can also be considered. This could be a moment to
include such incentives in the scheme, based on the direction that the ministry wants to go; revitalisation, mixing
of species and older forests. It is an important window of opportunity to use the SVNL scheme to foster
revitalisation of forests.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter the subject of this thesis will be introduced, and the knowledge gap will be described. Section 1.1
will highlight the importance of policy tools for forest management. Section 1.2 provides a brief history of forest
policy for a specific country, the Netherlands. Section 1.3 will explain the current operating forest policy in the
Netherlands. Section 1.4 will problematize the effectiveness of forest policy schemes. Section 1.5 provides the
research questions and section 1.6 will describe the further structure of this thesis.

1. 1 The importance of policy tools for forest management
Societal demands for forests and their amenities have changed considerably over the last decades in Europe.
Until the 1950s, the main use of forest was timber production (Serbruyns & Luyssaert, 2006). In the decades that
followed, demands for forest goods have diversified. Biodiversity conservation, carbon sequestration, recreation
are among the goods and services that are now rising in importance (de Knegt, 2019; Bösch et al, 2018; Serbruyns
& Luyssaert, 2006; Verbij, 2008), because of environmental awareness across the globe (Torkar & Krašovec,
2019), urbanisation (Roovers et al., 2002), economic growth (Zhu & Zhang, 2008) and a rising population (Alig &
Plantinga, 2004).
The satisfaction of social demands can be limited significantly through discrepancy between private forest goals
and societal forest demands. For example, if a private forest owner wants to have a high level of wood
production, biodiversity conservation may receive less attention. If the public request is to optimize biodiversity
conservation, a problem arises. According to Glück (2000) sacrifices in some goals are often needed to reach
other forest goals. He argues that the total economic value of forest use is ‘the amalgamation of the market
value, value of household consumption, recreational value, indirect use value, option value, and the existence
value minus environmental damage.’ However, not all these uses can be valued through the market. Because
you cannot exclude people who do not pay from public goods (e.g., protection against drought, walking in a
forest, carbon sequestration, biodiversity etc.) and there is a low consumer rivalry for these goods, public goods
are not naturally marketable (Glück, 2000; Oström et al., 1994). So, if we only follow market forces, this will fail
in providing sufficient public goods of sufficient quality. Choosing for the option to provide more public goods
will lead to less profit from marketable uses (e.g., wood), so no individual forest owner will deliberately choose
to do so, according to rational choice theory (Glück, 2000). To overcome this problem state intervention is
needed.
State intervention can help to solve this problem using forest policy (Glück, 2000). Through the regulation of
ecosystem services, forest policies are used by governments to meet society’s demands for forest products and
goods for current and future generations (FAO, 2003). The increase of societal forest demands underlines the
need for sound forest policy to adhere to these requested demands. Policy makers can draw on a range of tools
to implement policy. These tools can roughly be divided into three categories, the well-known (1) carrots, (2)
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sticks and (3) sermons; respectively financial, regulative and informative tools (Serbruyns & Luyssaert, 2006;
Glück 2000).
Regarding forestry, financial tools play an important role (Glück, 2000) The most frequently used financial tool
for forest management are subsidies (Quiroga et al., 2019). Subsidies can address different aspects of forestry
that lead to different affinities among forest owner (Quiroga et al., 2019). The most explaining division can be
made between biocentric and anthropocentric aspects. The anthropocentric aspect is about utilitarianism, or the
use of the forest, whereas biocentric is about environmentalism, or the orientation towards environmental
concern (Quiroga et al., 2019).
Scholars found that economic development is linked to environmental concern (Franzen & Vogl, 2013) and that
Western European forest owners have a more ecosystem-oriented view of forest management (Feliciano et al.,
2017). Similar, Quiroga et al. (2019) found that forest owners from Western European countries have a lower
affinity for subsidy schemes, because of a stronger sense of environmentalism. Nowadays in Western European
countries, subsidies are mostly used to foster the development of environmentally friendly forest management
in terms of biodiversity and climate change (Quiroga et al., 2019) .
Over the years, subsidies have changed in response to the societal changes. The Netherlands forms an excellent
case showing the development of subsidies in relation to a growing environmental awareness. They provide
subsidies for all forest owners to maintain and improve forest biodiversity and quality (BIJ12, 2018). In the
Netherlands 32% of the forest is privately owned. Private forest owners (PFO’s) manage 120.000 ha of forest in
the Netherlands (Schelhaas et al., 2014). The PFO group is difficult to reach, since they are influenced less by
forest policy compared to public owners (Deuffic et al., 2018). However, reaching these PFOs through policy is
important to adhere to societal demands (Davis & Fly, 2010). Therefore, this study focusses on the participation
of PFOs in forest subsidies.

1.2 Forest subsidies in the Netherlands
The Netherlands has a long history of forest subsidies. In 1926, the government started to support forest
conservation. In the context of the Boschwet 1922 (forest law 1922) a subsidy was provided only for public
bodies, foundations, and associations to foster forestry production and to conserve the beauty of the nature
formed by forests. Besides, interest-free credit was given to afforest wastelands (Hekhuis et al., 1997; van Laar
& van de Kamp, 2000). With the Estates Law, established in 1928 (Natuurschoonwet (NSW) 1928), owners of real
estates received tax reductions (e.g., inheritance tax, income tax, capital tax, corporation tax), under the
condition that the estate is preserved and the natural beauty at the estate is supported (Hoogstra and
Blitterswijk, 2002). On top of that, even more flexible tax rules were applied if estate owners opened their forests
for recreation (Verbij, 2008).
After World War II, wood was needed to rebuild the country. The government, therefore, decided to compensate
PFOs for their losses during the war and gave a subsidy for reforestation activities to assure national wood
production. The government had to increase the subsidy amount in the 1970s to keep the focus of PFOs on wood
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production, since timber revenues had dropped and labour costs increased (Verbij, 2008). Already for some
years, there is no reforestation subsidy anymore. There is, however, still a duty to reforest the area or develop
the area into a nature status (or if this is not possible, compensate the area of forest harvested).
In 1966, the Dutch government provided a 60 guilder (around 25 euro) subsidy for PFOs that opened their
properties for recreation through the ‘Regeling bosbijdragen’ (Regulation of forest contributions) (Verbij, 2008).
In addition, they provided a subsidy called ‘Beschikking natuurbijdrage’ (Contribution to Nature) that stimulated
the planting of native deciduous tree species instead of the conifers for production (Verbij, 2008). Later, this
subsidy increased to 90 guilders in 1989 through the ‘regeling bijdragen bos- en landschapsbouw’ (Regulation
contributions forestry and landscape; BLB)(Hekhuis et al., 1997). The simultaneous subsidies for wood production
and conservation, low wood prices and increased pressure for public goods made PFOs manage their properties
in a multifunctional way, meaning that the multiple goals are pursued.
From 1985 to 1994, the ‘subsidieregeling voor snelgroeiend bos’ (subsidy for fast-growing forest) was in effect
to rapidly increase the forest area to adhere to the demand of the paper industry (Verbij, 2008). This subsidy was
supported by the first official forest policy document ‘Meerjarenplan bosbouw’ (long-term policy plan for
forestry; MJPB), signed in 1986. The parliament had agreed in the MJPB on goals for forest expansion (30-35.000
hectares) and more wood self-sufficiency (7.5 to 17%) after successful lobby of the paper industry (Verbij, 2008).
However, these aims were not reached as afforestation was difficult to achieve and wood revenues remained
low, so PFOs were reluctant in selling wood. Gradually the societal and political support for wood production
faded away, a main reason being the recognition of the conservational value of forests (Verbij, 2008).
From the beginning of 19th century the importance of conservation and recreation has grown in the Netherlands
with the establishment of the first area protection organisation in 1905 (Verbij, 2008). It was not until 1990 that
nature conservation became politically backed up in the ‘nature policy plan’ (Verbij, 2008). In 1994 the ‘regeling
bijdragen bos- en landschapsbouw’ (Regulation contributions forestry and landscape; BLB) was replaced by the
regulation ‘Functiebeloning Bos en Natuurterreinen’ (function reward forest and Nature areas; FBN). The FBN
was the first output-oriented subsidy in which owners have more freedom to determine how they implement
their management. Owners were given 140 guilders as a stimulus to open their property for recreation and to
foster the sustainable use of the following functions: recreation, nature, wood production, landscape, and
environment (Hekhuis et al., 1997). Furthermore, they could easily apply for a lower subsidy if they chose not to
open up their property compared with prior subsidies (Hekhuis et al., 1997).
In 2000, a policy document was released that put more emphasis on recreation and the integration of forests
and its wood production, nature conservation and landscape (Verbij, 2008). In the same year all financial
arrangements for forest were merged into one single ‘subsidieregeling natuurbeheer’ (Subsidy for nature
management) that was part of ‘programma beheer’ (management program; PB) (Verbij, 2008). Through the PB,
PFOs were given a subsidy to maintain and develop the conservational value of their forest on an output-oriented
level (van Wijk et al., 2004). The emphasise regarding forest changed from multifunctional towards nature
conservation and recreation. Subsidies for nature conservation and low wood prices strengthened this
development (Verbij, 2008).
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Wood production and the economic aspect of forests again received a lot of attention after the economic crisis
in 2008 (Buijs et al., 2014) and the acknowledgement of wood production in a biobased economy (Lilja & LoukolaRuskeeniemi, 2017). This is portrait in the acceptance of the ‘Actieplan Hout en Bos’ (Wood and Forest action
plan) in which an increase of production of high-quality wood is emphasized (Nabuurs & van den Briel, 2017).
This is furthermore shown in the strategy for forest, the policy document ‘bossenstrategie van rijk en provincies’
(forest strategy of government and provinces; BS) (Ministery of LNV, 2020). In the BS the multifunctionality of
the forest is underlined. Although the main goal seems to be the conservational and climate value of forests,
there is a small piece that mentions the aim to increase the wood production ‘in a sustainable way’ even in
forests that are “solely” for nature conservation purposes (Schouten, 2020). Forestry objectives have become
more diverse and complex than ever. Whereas the focus now seems to be on conservation and recreation, the
economic use of forests in terms of wood production has not disappeared and in fact is often a main objective
for forest owners (Deuffic, Sotirov, & Arts, 2018).
However, policy making takes time and effort and up to this moment the reintroduction of wood production
arguments in forestry have not been translated into a new subsidy scheme in the Netherlands. The current
subsidy scheme focusses on the conservational and recreational value. This is ‘Subsidiestelsel natuur en
landschap’ (Subsidy scheme nature and landscape; SVNL), the successor of PB.

1.3 SNL subsidy
SNL has been introduced as the successor of PB in 2011. According to the European commission, policy makers
and provinces, the PB was not efficient and effective enough (BIJ12, 2018) as nature goals were not fully reached,
the output orientation was not working and the program was implemented to quickly and therefore not
thoroughly (Sanders et al, 2007). The SNL scheme intends to increase the conservational and recreational value
of forests by changing the management of forest owners. As the Dutch government described it:
“The state aid is necessary to convince managers of nature reserves and farmers to participate in
measures that they would not implement or would only implement to a very limited extent without it,
due to the low revenues and the high costs associated with nature protection and restoration. Without
the aid, the envisaged nature conservation would not be achieved.” (Hogan, 2016)
The SNL subsidy consists of four different programs: (1) nature management, (2) agricultural nature
management; (3) quality improvement, and (4) landscape management (BIJ12, 2018). The management of forest
falls under part 1 (nature management). This is what we mean if we mention SVNL (subsidy regulation nature
and landscape; Subsidieverordening natuur en landschap) in the remaining part of the paper.
The overall goal of the SVNL subsidy scheme is to maintain and strengthen the conservation value of forests by
enhancing management (Almunia, 2011). To achieve this every province created a nature management strategy
map that shows the areas that are qualified for SVNL subsidy (BIJ12, 2018). In this management strategy the
existing nature type is determined. The government determined the necessary output characteristics for
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different nature types and do not describe how the forest should be managed (BIJ12, 2018). This is left to decide
for by the owners. SVNL (Almunia, 2011).
The amount of subsidy for a nature type has been calculated using average cost and revenue prices for the
management that is believed to maintain the nature type. In total, 84% percent of the management losses (costs
– revenues) are compensated for by the subsidy. This means that forests with high level of production will only
yield a small amount since the revenues of the timber have been deducted from the management cost, whereas
management types involving high costs and low revenues (such as parks and estates) include much higher
subsidy amounts (Almunia, 2011). For forest management, 15 different forest types are distinguished (see
appendix A). In accordance with the received subsidy, the landowner must open his area for recreation at least
358 days per year. The owner can get an extra allowance to cover cost that relate to opening up (BIJ12, 2018).
The owner can sometimes (depended on the location) choose not to open his forest, then he does not receive
the allowance (BIJ12, 2018)
In 2016 the subsidy slightly adapted. Only those owners that are certified by the provinces can apply for the
subsidy. Certification is granted if they can promise a certain level of quality in their management through the
creation of a quality manual. Every now and then the management of owners will be evaluated through an audit.
(BIJ12, 2018).

1.4 Problem statement
Over the last decades more and more doubts about forest owners’ engagement in policy tools, such as in the
SVNL subsidy, have risen in the literature. Research from different countries show that the effectiveness of these
subsidies can be questioned.
This can be, first of all, because forest owners are not willing to participate (see, for example, Lawrence & Dandy
(2014)). Uncertainty about the stability of the subsidy in light of the ever changing political arena may be a reason
not to participate (Lawrence & Dandy, 2014). Forest owners sometimes also fear a loss of control over their
property. The research of Urquhart et al., (2010) for example, shows that, especially in schemes that request
public access, this is a main reason not to participate. Furthermore, lack of participation can be explained by
forest owners simply not following policy tools objectives, but rather focus often on their own objectives
(Lawrence & Dandy, 2014) and management concepts (Davis & Fly, 2010). Likewise, Boon et al. (2010) argue that
the PFOs attitude towards setting aside land for conservation is a better predictor than the financial incentive.
Also, Klosowski et al. (2001) showed that financial incentives are not sufficient to involve PFOs in coordinated
management of forest land, because they want to remain flexible in management choice.
Similar outcomes are found for the Netherlands for the agricultural management subsidy (ANLB; which is part of
the SVNL subsidy). Mathan (2016) found in her research that only 2.5% of the landscape elements on agricultural
lands were managed with the use of the SVNL subsidy. Only for a few owners did the subsidy match with their
management approach. For the rest of the owners, the subsidy was perceived as to limited and intensification
was preferred.
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Also, most recently and most related, Clerkx et al. (2016) distributed questionnaire among PFOs in Twente, a
region of the Netherlands. They found that only a limited amount of PFOs applied for the SVNL subsidy, while
they found it too much hassle to apply or they were not completely informed about the subsidy arrangements.
Next to not being effective in terms of unwillingness to participate, research has found that objectives would
also be reached without the subsidy. Church & Ravenscroft (2008), for example, found that PFOs that are willing
to open their property for recreation will do so without the use of incentives. This is also found in the research
of Kluender et al. (1999) in the US. They found that financial incentives are not necessarily effective for private
forest owners (PFOs). Timber production promotion was not effective as timber-focussed forest owners that
applied for the subsidy would have harvested the same amount if they would not had applied. Other PFOs did
not increase their wood production, while they perceived conservational values more important. Still, they could
apply for the subsidy. However, a subsidy can only be called effective if it directs the targets’ behaviour in a
specific way (Ottitsch, 2001).
Likewise, Mathan (2016) also concluded in her study of the ANLB that there was little or no difference in
management between landscape elements for which owners had applied for subsidy and elements for which
owners did not apply for subsidy. This indicates that the use of subsidy does not necessarily lead to a change in
management behaviour.
Based on these insights, the question can be raised whether the SVNL subsidy is effective at all. It is important to
ask this question, as this subsidy, like all subsidies, is paid with public money. Therefore, it is needed that
subsidies become as effective as possible to serve public needs in the best way. As no research has carried out
to evaluate the effectiveness of the SVNL subsidy scheme among PFOs so far, this research will fill this gap.
Moreover, this research will contribute to a better understanding of the perception of PFOs towards the SVNL
subsidy scheme.
Generally, literature about the evaluation of interventions in forestry is lacking and highly needed (Lawrence,
2018). Lawrence (2018) outlines the importance of qualitative evaluation of subsidy scheme to understand why
stakeholders do or do not change their behaviour. That way we can learn from the existing intervention to build
more sound policy tools in the future.
When researching this, it is important to distinguish between different types of PFOs. Several studies showed a
difference in application for subsidies between owner types (e.g. Deuffic et al., 2018; Serbruyns & Luyssaert,
2006). In the Netherlands, the group of private forest owners is also very diverse. This group is likely to become
more diverse as the share of non-traditional PFOs is growing in neighbouring countries (Weiß, Lawrence &
Nichiforel, 2017). The same is likely to be true for the Netherlands. Basic typology studies that do not link owner
type with owner overt behaviour fail to describe and predict change. Classifications based on structural variables
explain differences between owner types, but not how these differences translate in management behaviour
(Ficko et al., 2019). To be more useful in a practical way, typologies should be linked with PFOs actual behaviour
to examine the effect of owner type on actual behaviour (Ficko et al., 2019; Hoogstra-Klein, 2016). This also
applies to the evaluation of subsidy schemes.
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1.5 Research aim and research questions
Based on the insights described above, the research objective of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of the
SVNL subsidy by examining (the change in) the management practices of different types of PFOs. The research
questions are:
Main question: What is the effectiveness of the SVNL subsidy?
A) To what extent does the SVNL subsidy lead to a change in management behaviour and recreational provision
through opening up?
B) How does this differ between PFO types?

1.6 Structure of the thesis
In the next chapter I will build the theoretical framework that supports this thesis. In chapter 3 I will explain the
methodology used. Then chapter 4 follows with the results of this thesis. In chapter 5 I will discuss the results
and put them in the broader context of literature. Chapter 6 provides a conclusion of the research questions. In
chapter 7 I will do some recommendations for science and policy makers.
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2. Theoretical frame

In section 2.1, I will explain what forest policy is and how this is implemented through forest policy instruments.
In section 2.2, I will explain what subsidy are, when they should be used, and how they can be evaluated; here I
choose to evaluate the effectiveness. In section 2.3, I will explain what evaluating effectiveness means in general
and what this means for the SVNL scheme in practice. This will lead to two focal points; management change and
opening up. In section 2.4, I will explain that the effectiveness can be different for different PFO’s. In the final
subchapter I will show and explain the conceptual framework.

2.1 Forest policy
2.1.1 What is a forest policy?
Forest policy is a broad term that is used in different contexts. It can refer to a general aim or objective for forest
management. On the other hand, it could well hold a detailed policy with specific goals and a defined target
group (Fraser, 2002). Ellefson (1992) defined policy as “a generally agreed-to and purposeful course of action
that has important consequences for a large number of people and for a significant number and magnitude of
resources”. Cubbage et al. (1993) defined forest policy as “a purposeful course of action, or inaction, undertaken
by an individual or an organisation that is dealing with a concern regarding the use of forest resources”. The
forest policy definition by the FAO (2010) is introducing the role of the government:
A negotiated agreement between government and stakeholders (i.e., all those who depend on or benefit
from forests or who decide on, control, or regulate access to these resources) on the orientations and
principles of actions they adopt, in harmony with national socioeconomic and environmental policies, to
guide and determine decisions on the sustainable use and conservation of forest and tree resources for
the benefit of society.
The definition of the FAO (2010), however, does not include that a forest policy might be a dynamic concept,
which can be found in Schmithüsen's (1994) definition when he adds ‘development’ to the concept. He defines
forest policy development as
A systematic course of action taken by a government to maintain the social and economic conditions
which ensure the protection and sustainable use of forest resources. Development implies that such
policies are in a constant process of adaptation, influenced by changes in society.
The changes that influence forest policy hold changes in politics, society and science and technology
(Schmithüsen, 1994). In this study I will make use of the definition of Schmithüsen as forest policy in the
Netherlands is under constant development, even now with the development of the ‘forest strategy’.
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2.1.2 Forest policy instruments
To implement a forest policy and achieve its objectives the government can make use of forest policy instruments
(Salamon, 1989). These instruments are deployed to change the behaviour of target actors (Schneider & Ingram,
1990). They are an integral part of the policy themselves, the type of policy instrument used determines the type
of forest policy (Schneider & Ingram, 1990). Scholars have come up with a variety of different classifications of
policy instruments. As this study focuses on the behaviour of the people targeted in a policy, the classification
of Schneider & Ingram (1990) fit best. They make a distinction between instruments based on the basic
behavioural assumption they are built upon and distinguish between (Schneider & Ingram, 1990):
1.

Authority tools - these are statements by the government that prohibit, permit, or require actions in
given situations. These tools assume that the target group is responsive to the hierarchical structure of
the government and that they will obey and do as they are told. Within these tools you can make a
distinction between mandatory (prohibit) and voluntary (permission).

2.

Incentive tools – these are tools that provide a tangible pay off to the target to ‘induce compliance or
encourage utilization’. These can be positive and negative pay offs. These tools assume that targets are
utility maximisers and will not act until they are influenced by pay off e.g., money. Within this incentive
category Schneider & Ingram (1990) see four subcategories of incentive tools:
i.

Inducements these provide positive pay offs for target to encourage certain action in
accordance with policy. The behavioural assumption is that most target will choose for higher
levels of utility.

ii.

Charges need to be paid if targets want to exceed a predetermined quota e.g., for pollution.
They are used to control the amount of use.

iii.

Sanctions are comparable with charges, only sanctions want to extinguish the behaviour of a
target by inducing a disproportional punishment.

iv.

Force is used to physically reach target actions. The assumption is that some targets simply do
not respond to ordinary policy tools.

3.

Capacity tools – these provide information, education, skill training and other resources to the target to
make decisions or carry out activities. The underlying assumption is that incentives are not an issue, but
there may be different barriers that limit politically demanded decision-making e.g., lack of information.

4.

Symbolic and hortatory tools – these assume that people are motivated through their values, motives,
and beliefs. Targets are more likely to adopt policy in they perceive this policy to be in line with their
values, motives, and beliefs. These tools are used to change the perception of policy-preferred actions
by making an appeal to intangible values (justice, right and wrong etc.) or using images, symbols, and
labels.

5.

Learning tools – these are chosen when it is unclear how targets can be influenced. It assumes that
agencies and targets can learn about behaviour and later choose from the other tools which one is
effective in a particular case.
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According to Schneider & Ingram, (1990) subsidies belong to their incentive category. Therefore, with the use of
subsidies it is assumed that the target group consists of utility maximisers who are motivated by the highest payoff. Subsidies use money as the tangible pay-off. Specifically, subsidies are part of the inducement subgroup, so
they make use of a positive pay-off.

2.2 Subsidies
2.2.1 What are subsidies?
The concept of subsidy is defined by different scholar in different ways. Kaysen (1953) defines a subsidy as
follows:
In general, analytical terms a subsidy to an enterprise can be defined as an increase in the demand for
its output, or a decrease in the costs which it must bear to produce its output, which are not the result
of market forces or [of] "natural" changes [in] consumer tastes, techniques of production, or availabilities
of natural resources; but rather result from the deliberate action of the subsidy giver (government).
Very similar, but excluding the government as an output buyer, Rolph (1954) defines subsidies as:
[…] transfer payments because, by definition, they refer to payments by government for which the
government receives no product, service, or asset. A person who obtains a subsidy does so because he
conforms to the requirements set down in the subsidy legislation, such as having been a member of the
armed forces, producing certain commodities for sale, or being un- employed. Subsidies are essentially
like taxes except for the difference in sign.
Hubell (1957) add to the definition a broader view on the mode of governmental intervention than just transfer
payments:
A subsidy is defined as a government financial device which enables sellers to net more money or buyers
to get more goods and services than would be the case if the affected commercial transactions had
occurred without government intervention.
A crucial prerequisite to define a subsidy is to see whether the
benefits (money or other) are affecting the general public or one
specific subgroup. If the latter is true the benefit can be seen as a
subsidy (Rolph, 1954). Figure 1 shows that the theoretical result is
a decrease in the price for producers to produce the same (or a
higher) quantity. In this study I will use the definition of Kaysen
(1953) as it fits best with the output-oriented SVNL subsidy and
incorporates the government as output buyer.

Figure 1 The theoretical result of a subsidy.
Source: www.economicsonline.co.uk
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2.2.2 Justification of subsidies
Now that we know what a subsidy is, it is important to realize that it is only applicable in particular cases. Boyd
& Hyde (1989) propose three justifications for subsidies within the theory of political economy: (1) the allocation
argument, (2) the distribution argument and (3) the stabilisation argument.
1.

The allocation argument holds that intervention is justified if a freely operating market would not end
at a socially effective price-quantity equilibrium. This means that the societal demand for goods and
services are not fulfilled by the producers, because the cost of producing these are too high.

2.

The distribution argument holds an ethical commitment to a minimum-standard of material-well-being.
Therefore, the government can use subsidies to provide (increased) income for those that do not get
enough.

3.

The stabilisation argument which is about creating stability in market prices to foster employment
levels. Some markets are (seasonal) instable and subsidy can be used to flatten the market curves to
create secure work environments.

In case of the SVNL, the biggest justification is the allocation argument applies. The assumption is that certain
benefits for society, including carbon sequestration, recreation, conservation etc., would not be produced
sufficiently without the SVNL subsidy since forest owners will make losses when producing these goods at the
level, which is required. Also, the distribution argument can be used to justify the use of the SVNL subsidy. Forests
produce lots of ecosystem services for society for which the forest owner is not directly paid. For example, forests
store water, sequestrate carbon, create a cooler microclimate. These owners have a right to a minimum-standard
of material wellbeing through subsidy.

2.2.3 Evaluating subsidies
When evaluating the output of a subsidy scheme there are important criteria to consider: efficiency;
effectiveness (Blum & Schanz, 2002); impact; relevance; sustainability; and policy consistency (IOB, 2009). A
criterion for the procedural and substantive aspects of the scheme, is legitimacy (Wallner, 2008). These will now
be explained.
Efficiency, defined as “the capacity to produce desired results with a minimum expenditure of energy, time, or
resources” (Blum & Schanz, 2002), is the evaluation of costs and benefits for the whole scheme including side
effects and side costs. Effectiveness is an evaluation of the intended outcomes compared to the produced
outcomes of the scheme (Blum & Schanz, 2002; Ottitisch, 2002). Impact refers to the outcomes on a higher level
than the scheme, in contrast with effectiveness that only focusses on the intended outcomes. This includes social,
economic, political, technical, and ecological effects at local, regional, or national level (IOB, 2009). Impact can
also be seen as the ‘effects as they should be and the formal implementation acts and changes actually occurring,
on the other’ e.g., the level of use of financial support in a scheme (Knoepfel et al., 2011). Relevance can be
defined as the extent to which objectives of a scheme are in line with the needs of the targets, the country needs,
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and the international priorities (IOB, 2009) or as extent to which the objectives link with the problem at that it
tries to address (Knoepfel et al., 2011). Sustainability, in its purest meaning, is part of the effectiveness criteria
since a scheme cannot be effective as the outcomes are not lasting. However, there are seven factors of the
sustainability criteria for which it needs its own evaluation (IOB, 2009). These factors are broad and will not be
elaborated on here. Policy consistency is an evaluation to map if there are any inherent contradictions between
different policy tools, from the local to the global level. The aim is to create a coherent mix of interventions in
which the intended outcomes of one intervention is not diminishing those of another intervention (IOB, 2009).
Legitimacy ‘entails a general confidence among the public that a government's power to make binding decisions
for the polity are justified and appropriate’ (Wallner, 2008). If an authority is perceived as legitimate than the
public will feel obliged to uphold its laws. Legitimacy is conceptualised with 5 core elements: (1) policy alignment
with stakeholders; (2) policy alignment with public; (3) incubation time; (4) emotive appeals and (5) stakeholder
engagement.
In this research we will evaluate the outcomes of SVNL scheme on the effectiveness criteria since we are
interested in the effects that the scheme has ‘on the ground’ in terms of how forest owners react to and use the
scheme. The evaluation of the other criteria goes beyond the scope of this study

2.3 Evaluating effectiveness of subsidies
Subsidies are used to achieve outcomes that otherwise would not happen (Blum & Schanz, 2002). Or as Boyd &
Hyde (1989) propose “to direct the behaviour of targeted actors (private households or enterprises) in a certain
direction.” Conclusively, subsidies aim to change behaviour of targeted actors. This is an important prerequisite
for an effective subsidy. Through subsidies producers are encouraged to increase the production of certain goods
and services while the costs are reduced. At the same time subsidies should also encouraged private investment.
This is represented in the SVNL subsidy by “only” covering 84% of the management costs.

2.3.1. Types of effectiveness studies
As described above, the fundamental goal of public policy is to solve societal problems or to improve policy
outcomes (Peters et al., 2018). So, policy effectiveness is about producing policy that can solve these societal
problems. Policy effectiveness can be conceptualized as a function of two variables. The first variable relates to
the instrumentality, or the ability of a tool to solve the problem it tries to address. The second variable is the
capacity of the government agency to develop and manage these tools (Bali, Capano, & Ramesh, 2019).
Both these features can be analysed in different dimensions: (1) an analytical, (2) an operational and (3) a political
dimension as described by (Wu et al., 2015):
1.

The analytical dimension holds the intrinsic capacity of the policy tool to solve the problem and the
ability of the government agency to utilize the policy tool to its full potential.
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2.

The operational dimension relates to the feasibility of the policy tool and its readily available
implementation given the underlying policy structure. Government agency must have the required skills
to implement the policy tool.

3.

The political dimension relates to the social acceptability of a policy tool and the ability of the
government agency to navigate through the complex mix of political and economic interests and to
match these different interests. This last dimension will be my focal point of investigation.

Next to these three dimensions, the two variables of policy effectiveness can be analysed at three different
research levels: (1) political environments, (2) policy tool mixes and (3) single policy tools (Bali et al., 2019).
Political environments refer to policy formation environments where deliberation and discussing lead to the
production of superior designs. How bigger the government’s intention to solve the problem and to overcome
path-dependencies the more effective the policy can be. Policy tool mixes is about finding the appropriate
combination of policy tools to highlight the most important parts of the policy. The better the coherence,
consistency, congruence, and goodness of fit, the more effective the tool will be. A single policy tool is about
finding and creating the best tool to tackle the problem at hand (Bali et al., 2019). My focus in this study will be
on a single policy tool.
Mukherjee & Bali (2019) distinguish between evaluation of the internal effectiveness and the external
effectiveness of single policy tools. The internal effectiveness relates to the calibration and procedural settings
of a tool. External effectiveness relates to the contribution of the policy tool to the intended outcomes and how
it affects the actions of those targeted with the policy tool.
In this study I will analyse the external effectiveness of a single policy tool (SVNL) along the political dimension
and for the instrumental variable. In the following, the intended outcomes of the evaluated policy tool, i.e. SVNL,
will be described.

2.3.2 Evaluating effectiveness of SVNL
The overall goal of the SVNL subsidy scheme is to maintain and strengthen the conservational value of forest by
enhancing management and by enforcing this (Model SVNL 2021). To achieve this goal, there are some rules in
places for the forest owners. Forest owners must (Model SVNL, 2021):
(1) make sure that all management activities are performed that are necessary to maintain the forest type that
is determined in that area and that no activities are performed or allowed that endanger this.
(2) provide insight in the management activities if requested by province.
(3) make sure that the area is open to recreate, for free, at least 358 days per years.
(4) make sure that the rules of the extra allowance for opening up are followed.
If we combine these rules with the overall goal of the SVNL subsidy, it becomes clear that the Dutch government
wants to enhance the conservational and recreational value of forest by changing the management of forest
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owners. We need to measure the produced outcome to be able to evaluate on the effectiveness. Therefore, what
we really need to measure is the change in management behaviour linked to the scheme rather than the quality
of management per se. Management that was already in line with SVNL policy prior to its implementation is
therefore not seen as an effect of the SVNL subsidy. This is also mentioned by the European Commission
(Almunia, 2011).
Furthermore, the European commission had to approve the SVNL subsidy to declare it operational. In a letter to
the Dutch government, they mention 3 important questions that are important in evaluating the scheme: (1) Is
the subsidy appropriate?; (2) Does the subsidy have a stimulating effect? and (3) Is the subsidy proportional?
(Almunia, 2011). With appropriate is meant whether there is no better, less disturbing policy tool. With
stimulating effect is meant whether there is a change in behaviour. With proportional is meant whether the
support from the government is kept as low as possible. These three questions are very compatible with the
dimensions of policy effectiveness from Wu et al. (2015).
Especially question two is interesting for this study since this question is related to the analytical dimension and
for the effectiveness criteria. The European commission as well as the Dutch government simply assume that
PFOs would not manage their forest in the prescribed way without the use of the subsidy (Almunia, 2011).
However, this does not answer question 2 as this does not mean that PFOs will manage in the prescribed way
with the subsidy.
Besides the goal of maintaining and strengthening the conservational value of forests, the SVNL subsidy has
another goal. Rule three in the section above speaks about the provision of recreation through the opening of
forests for visitors for at least 358 days per year. However, forest owners may not be keen to do this. In their
study, Urquhart et al. (2010) found that a majority of wood land owners were reluctant to open their forests for
recreation.
Church & Ravenscroft (2008) examined forest landowners’ responses towards incentives scheme for recreational
access in England. They found that it is vital that subsidy for recreation provision is perceived as being enough
not only to facilitate recreation, but also to foster the environmental value of the forest through better
management. They conclude that it may be necessary to support the motivation of forest owners to improve
forest management with cross-compliance to recreational access.
The SVNL subsidy is partly in line with the findings of the study of Church & Ravenscroft. The focus is on
management and environmental values. However, the provision of recreation is not added as a crosscompliance, yet as another requirement to apply for the subsidy. So, it can still be an element of the subsidy that
limits the application by forest owners.
So, on one end we have the monetary incentive and on the other hand the management change and recreation
provision. If the utility of the money out ways the costs of management change and recreation provision, theory
assumes that PFOs will apply for the subsidy if they are utility maximisers.
This is the theoretical background on which I build to examine the first sub question:
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A) To what extent does the SVNL subsidy lead to a change in management behaviour and recreational provision
through opening up?

2.4 Effectiveness in relation to different forest owners
Here we elaborate on the existing theory, by combining theory on subsidy effectiveness with forest owner types.
All forest owners, including the PFOs which form the focus of this study, are targeted with the same subsidy,
assuming that all forest owners are utility maximisers. However, this is in conflict with the literature on forest
owner typologies among Europe, showing the diversity among forest owners’ objectives, motives and beliefs
(Deuffic, Sotirov, & Arts, 2018; Malovrh et al., 2015; Joa & Schraml, 2020; Hoogstra-Klein, 2016; Serbruyns &
Luyssaert, 2006; Sotirov et al., 2015; Quiroga et al., 2019).
Deuffic et al. (2018) concluded that forest owners from different types respond differently to forest policies.
Moreover, Serbruyns & Luyssaert (2006) found that forest owners’ application rate is different for a lot of policy
tools and specifically for subsidies as. Quiroga et al. (2019) found that forest owners with economic objectives
have a higher affinity for subsidies then other owners. In line with this, Deuffic et al. (2018) found that profitoriented owners appreciate subsidies that motivate to do specific forest actions. It can however be questioned
whether the financial support of the subsidy is sufficient. To execute the management, aimed for by the subsidy,
forest owners still need to invest money themselves as the subsidy does only cover 84% of the management
costs. Also, Schulting (1999) found that forest owners perceive and implement specific management, dead wood
retention and natural rejuvenation differently.
Furthermore, the requirement to open the forest for recreation leads to an unexpected conflict between the
social and environmental public goods. Forest owners who are less financially driven and more focussed on
nature value are not necessarily interested in this subsidy. The area should be opened for recreation, which can
conflict with their values and beliefs. Urquhart et al. (2010) found that conservational focused PFOs in the UK are
reserved towards recreation because they believe it harms the health of the forest and the wildlife. Furthermore,
forest owners that value the tranquillity of their forest might not like the fact that the area must be opened for
recreation. Urquhart et al. (2010) found that conservational focused PFOs in the UK did not want to allow people
access to their forest. The reason being that they had bought the forest for themselves as a private place to enjoy
tranquillity. So, PFOs that are less productive oriented are not necessarily better public good producers. This is
potential also a hiccup in the SVNL subsidy that we will investigate.
It can, therefore, be questioned whether a subsidy scheme has the same effect on different forest owners. As
Blum & Schanz (2002) suggest, we first need to understand the motives of forest owners, before designing sound
policy instruments.
Starting point of this theoretical exploration of ownership types is the work of Schulting (1999) to determine
different private forest owner types. This study has been conducted in Gelderland, a province of the Netherlands.
Schulting came up with a classification in four groups based on two important variables. The first variable holds
the main goal of the owners. Here, Schulting (1999) made a distinction between owners that were first and
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foremost concerned with the economic aspect of the forest and owners that were concerned with the creation
of an aesthetical forest. The second variable indicates whether the owner manages the forest for him/herself or
more in relation to others.
Schulting (1999) distinguished four different forest owner types based on these two variables:

1.

The overt forest owner wants to create an aesthetic forest with a focus on recreation, for the public,
and nature. Wood production only to support recreation and nature

2.

The company forest owner wants to create a financially viable forest through wood production.
Recreation is accepted only if the public pays for it.

3.

The family forest owner needs to make money to maintain good management of his own property.
Usually, they are estate owners that have been involved in forest management for a long time.

4.

The hobby forest owner sees the ownership of his forest as a hobby. Therefore, he is not focussed on
wood production, rather he enjoys the tranquillity of the forest and its nature

However, only participants of a project that stimulated integrated forest management were interviewed.
Integrated forest management combines the goals for wood production, nature conservation and recreation in
a single forest (Van Raffe et al., 2006). Therefore, only forest owners that focus on multiple functions of forest
are represented in this study. Forest owners that focus mainly on nature conservation, or on recreation, or on
wood production are not represented in this study (Schulting, 1999). As 60% of the forests in the Netherlands
are multifunctional, for private owners this is even 75% (Schelhaas et al., 2018), this classification is still useful.
To be able to capture the variation in forest owner types I will extend the findings of Schulting (1999) with the
findings of Deuffic et al. (2018). In a European wide study, Deuffic et al. (2018) found three different forest owner
types for the Netherlands. Besides the multifunctional owner, they found the optimizers and environmentalists.
An optimizer is profit oriented. They want to do business with every possible forest resource. They see
environmental concern as a means to create a good image and to stand out from the competition. The ‘company
forest owner’ and the ‘family forest owner’ of Schulting form this category in the Netherlands. According to
Schelhaas et al., (2018) owners of these forest harvest 5.3 m3/ha on average (including public owners). However,
private forest owners in this group only harvest 3.1 m3/ha.
Since 25% of the private owned forest is managed for its nature value the ‘environmentalists’ are a necessary
addition to the classification of Schulting (1999). ‘Environmentalists’ use their forest for personal benefit without
having an economic motivation. Deuffic et al. (2018) differentiate between two subtypes. Owners from the first
subgroup, ‘forest environmentalists’ claim to earn money with their forest through an optimization of wood
production while remaining close-to-nature. They will use this money to increase the environmental value of
their forests. According to Schelhaas et al., (2018) owners of nature forests are harvesting 2.9 m3/ha on average.
Biodiversity is a way to make the forest more resilient and hence profitable. They refuse to do nothing as they
think this leads to lower biodiversity. The other subgroup is comparable with the ‘hobby forest owner’ of
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Schulting. They give nature the opportunity to take its course. The forest environmentalist group are added to
the classification I used in this study.
What is interesting from the paper of Deuffic et al. (2018) is that they incorporated structural factors such as
forest policies and environment in forest owner’s decision making. They suggest that forest owners appreciate
financial support coming from subsidies, but they fear an economic dependence. This is in line with the finding
that forest owners only apply for those subsidies that are paid for activities they would have performed anyhow
(Serbruyns & Luyssaert, 2006). Furthermore for more economically focused owners, environmental concerns can
become a new legitimacy for action when reframed in acceptable terms (Deuffic et al., 2018). This might be
relevant to this study in the Netherland, since the multifunctionality of forest is underlined in politics (Verbij.,
2008) as described in the Dutch forest policy history part (section 1.2).
Conclusively this study will make use of five different owner types to make a relevant distinction in light of the
evaluation of the subsidy scheme: (1) ‘the overt forest owner’, (2) ‘the company forest owner’, (3) ‘the family
forest owner’, (4) ‘the hobby forest owner’ and, (5) the ‘forest environmentalists’. Schulting (1999) and Deuffic
et al. (2018) have matched their classification with some variable such as age, education, distance to their forest
and more (see appendix B). Hence, we can use these to place owners in categories.
This forms the theoretical background for the second research question underlying this study:
B) How do different types of forest owners differ in terms of management behaviour and recreation
provision?

2.5 Conceptual frame
Figure 1 shows the conceptual framework of this study. The subsidy is available for all PFOs to apply for. There
are different types of forest owners classified by their objectives, motives, values, and beliefs in 5 different types
here. The response of forest owners to the subsidy is a behavioural change (or not). The behaviour performed
by the PFOs is an indication for the effectiveness of the SVNL subsidy scheme. The effectiveness can then be split
into two outcomes. First, the effectiveness in terms of management change. Second, the effectiveness in terms
of provision of recreation (opening-up). The latter outcome is also part of the management change. However,
this research assumes that the provision of recreation is an important aspect of the management change and
should be discussed separately.
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Figure 2 Conceptual framework
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3 Methodology

In this chapter I will explain the methodology that I have used during the research. After reading this section you
will exactly know what I did and how I did it. In section 3.1 I will explain the basis for my research design and
elaborate on it. In section 3.2 I will explain the data collection method that I used (interviewing) and elaborate
on the details. In section 3.3 I will explain how I went on to analyse the data by using a code matrix.

3.1 Research design
This research explored to what extent the behaviour of private forest owners is influenced by the SVNL subsidy.
This was done following the set up presented in figure 2. Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden. shows the
connection of the theoretical framework with the research questions in our study. The boxes with a bold outline
are the output variables that we are interested in.
The left box represents the private forest owner. This forest owner then can choose to apply for the SVNL
subsidies. For those who apply for the subsidy, we will investigate whether these PFOs have changed their
management or not and in what way. The management change affects the effectiveness of the SVNL subsidy
scheme. For those that do not apply it is not needed to examine management change, because the effect cannot
be assigned to the SVNL subsidy. This has a negative effect on the effectiveness of the scheme. This evaluation
answers sub question A.
The left box is split into the multiple forest owner types that are used in this study. To answer sub question B, it
is needed to see how the effectiveness of the scheme is affected by owner type. To do this we will examine the
effectiveness of the SVNL subsidy on these different owner types.
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Figure 3 Framework that forms the basis of the research design to be able to answer the research questions

To capture social constructions as described by Lincoln (2007) I used a qualitative design. Lawrence (2018)
underlines the need for qualitative research when evaluating policy interventions. A qualitative design is used to
understand a phenomena thoroughly and to create new knowledge (Mclean et al., 2007; Kumar, 2019). This
approach will allow for in-depth understanding of the behaviour of the respondents (Cook & Reichardt, 1979).
This in contrast to a quantitative research design, which is usually focussed on experiments with a narrow
explanation of aspects that require the measurement of a few aspects for many cases to make a valid conclusion
(Kumar, 2019).
Specifically, this study made use of a qualitative case study design. In a case study, the researcher tries to develop
a full picture of a phenomenon by understanding many aspects of one (or a few) cases (De Vaus, 2001). A
phenomenon is the complex of activities of interest that takes place within the case. A case is the
subject/situation bounded in time and place, where the phenomenon of interest can be studied (De Vaus, 2001).
Our case is the Dutch SVNL subsidy scheme. The phenomenon of interest is the decision making of owners that
determines the effectiveness. A case study is a holistic approach as opposed to reductionism. It focuses on
understanding and interpretation of the case as a whole (Verschuren, 2001).
Sampling in a case study takes place on two levels. First, the selection of the case (the Dutch SVNL study, as
explained above). Second, the selection of research units within the case (de Vaus, 2001). An aim should be to
capture the variation in the population and to stop with selection more units when the research is saturated,
when no new insights are gathered.
To capture variation in the population we used the PFOs typologies. We used quota sampling, a non-random
sampling approach, to sample PFOs from all five predefined typologies. Quota sampling is a sample strategy in
which the researcher takes a certain number of respondents per category of the selection variable (Kumar, 2019).
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In this research the selection variable is PFO type. This research aims to sample 4 respondents per category,
resulting in 20 interviews. Therefore, it is vital that every respondent ‘counts’. Every respondent should be an
interesting and necessary addition to our data. We combined our quota sampling with an expert sampling
method to achieve this. In expert sampling you use the expertise of someone else to reach out to interesting
respondents.
Our target population are Dutch PFOs that own forest properties for which the SVNL subsidy can be applied. Due
to limited resources and time constraints, we could not sample as many respondents as we would like. I identified
interesting respondents by drawing on the expertise of the FNP group of the Wageningen University & Research
and the websites https://nederlandselandgoederen.nl/ and google.com. Due to a lack of information and
knowledge about small-scale forest owners (<5ha) in the Netherlands, these were not investigated in this study.
These small-scale forest owners roughly own the remaining 50% percent of forests in the private owner group.
As a result, the interviewees consisted mostly of private estate owners (PEO’s). Private estates make up around
60.000 ha of forest, which is 15% of the total forest in the Netherlands (Schelhaas et al., 2014), distributed over
more than 3000 private estates (RVO, 2021). They own around 50% of the private forest in the Netherlands
(Schelhaas et al., 2014). However, there is no record of all private estates, so it is unknown exactly how much
there are in the Netherlands. It is clear though that this is an important and somewhat understudied group of
forest owners.
I looked at the private estates that I had found and checked whether the estate was privately owned or not. A
lot of estates that I found were owned by governmental organisations or nature organisations. These are not
included in the private owner category. For the remaining private estates, I checked whether their property was
indicated on the management plan of the province. If not, the estate was excluded, since I was only interested
in PFO’s that could apply for the SVNL scheme. Next, used the website information of the PEO’s to put them into
the categories to reach my quota. In total I contacted 35 private estates. Out of these, 17 respondents agreed to
take part in the research. Another 16 did not respond and the remaining 2 refused.
Choosing for a combination of quota sampling and expert sampling means that the interviewees are not
necessarily representative for all forest owner that can apply for the SVNL subsidy. Hence, the findings of our
study are not generalizable to a bigger population per se (Cook & Reichardt, 1979). However, This research serves
as an exploration for an in-depth understanding of the behaviour of PFOs and the reasoning behind their
decisions related to the SVNL scheme

3.2 Data collection
To gather data from the PFOs, I used semi-structured interviews. This type of interview assures a basic level of
reliability of the measurement instrument since an interview guide is made with a list of all the main topics and
questions that are used in all interviews. (Kumar, 2019). At the same time, in semi-structured interviews followup questions may be asked and can differ between respondents, allowing for some flexibility. If answers are not
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complete, clear, relevant, and valid probing can be used to motivate the respondent to provide more data
(Kumar, 2019).
The interviews were conducted online. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic this was the most convenient way of
interviewing now. For the interviews, I used the Microsoft teams software to interview respondents. Teams
allows for a synchronous (real-time) interview in which the interviewee and interviewer see each other via the
webcam. This way, non-verbal communication can be observed almost as good as with face-to-face interviews
(Janghorban, Roudsari, & Taghipour, 2014).
At the start of the interview, I first introduced myself and the procedure of the interview. This included stressing
the importance of participation, the objective of the research and discussing recording and informed consent.
The semi-structured interviews were conducted with Dutch PFOs. Therefore, the interviews were conducted in
Dutch. All the respondent allowed recording; this was done using the voice recorder software on an iPhone.
Afterwards the texts were transcribed using a strict verbatim transcription, which means the word-for-word
reproduction of the words of the respondents, including breaks and ‘uhhs’ (Halcomb & Davidson, 2006). This
captures not only what is said, but also how it is said.
The semi-structured interview consisted of five parts (see also appendix D for the interview guideline in Dutch).
The first part focused on the type of PFO. The selection variable for our sampling was the type of PFO. However,
to check if respondents could indeed be categorized in the correct owner type, the first part of the interview was
to double check this. The questions in this part were extracted from or based on the work of Schulting (1999)
and Deuffic et al. (2018) and are shown in appendix C in English. The second part included questions on the
decision-making about participation. Here, I examined the reasons that PFOs have (not) joined the SVNL scheme.
The third part is about the main topic of effectiveness. This topic was split into two different variables,
management change and recreational provision. Within the management change topic, I examined if PFOs have
changed their management and what the most important features are. Within the recreational provision, I
examined if PFOs have opened their forest for recreation and what measure they perform to maintain
recreational quality. The final main topic is demographics. Combined this gives 5 main topics of inquiry.
In the period of 20 November 2020 to 19 January 2021, 16 interviews were conducted. In total, the interviews
covered 17 cases, since one interviewee provided information for two cases. In the remaining part I will treat this
data as two separate interviews. 15 interviews were conducted via Microsoft Teams software and the remaining
two via a telephone call, for this was requested by the interviewees because Microsoft Teams was not easily
accessible for them. The interviews were recorded with a voice recording app on an iPhone 6, those that were
conducted via a telephone call were recorded with a voice recording app on an Asus laptop and transcribed strict
verbatim afterwards. The average length of the interviews was 40 minutes, with the shortest being 27 minutes
and the longest 53 minutes. In two cases the video connection failed so the interviewee and I could not see each
other.
Here I provide some characteristics of the interviewees which are summarized in Table 1. Overall, most
interviews were conducted with owners/managers of private estates (15). The remaining two were both
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foundations with a small property size. Only two of the interviews were with female owners and the remaining
with male owners (15) reflecting the male dominance of the forestry sector. During some interviews I talked to
one of the family members that own the property (6). In roughly half of the interviews, I talked to the manager
of the property that was owned by a family (8). The remaining interviews were conducted with managers of the
property that was not owned by a family (3). More than half of the interviewees had a forestry educational
background (10), the remaining interviewees had different, not forestry related, education (7) which included
paediatrician, veterinarian, goldsmith, biology, economics, and law studies. In this study I interviewed
managers/owners that were aged below 40 (5), that were between 40 and 60 (7) and that were 60+ years (5).
Most properties (10) were >100 ha, the remaining were 15-100 ha (5) and <15 ha (2). Interestingly, less than half
of the interviewees did not sell wood to the market (7) whereas the remaining interviewees did sell wood to the
market (10).
Table 1 characteristics of interviewees

Gender

Male (15)

Female (2)

Owner/manager

Family member (6)

Managers of family (8)

Education

Forestry (10)

Different (7)

Age (years)

<40 (5)

40-60 (7)

>60 (5)

Property (ha)

<15 (2)

15-100 (5)

>100 (10)

Selling wood to

Yes (7)

No (10)

Manager (3)

market

3.3 Data analysis
Generally, literature about the evaluation of interventions in forestry is lacking and therefore highly needed
(Lawrence, 2018). Therefore, theory about the phenomenon of forestry subsidy effectiveness would benefit from
further description. There is some available research about the effectiveness of forest subsidies. This is why I
used directed content analysis to validate and/or extent current theoretical understanding of this phenomenon
(Hsieh & Shannon, 2005). Other types of content analysis are conventional content analysis, where not
predetermined categories are used, and summative content analysis, in which the usage and meaning of certain
words are studied. Directed content analysis means that I begin the data gathering, and hence the analysis, with
a pre-determined set of categories that explain the phenomenon of interest based on the insights from existing
literature, hence it is comparable to deductive approach (Hsieh & Shannon, 2005).
The directed content analysis means that the study design follows a deductive approach, from the general to the
specific, as explained by Elo & Kyngäs (2008). An important characteristic of content analysis is that a multitude
of words are clustered into smaller content categories. Besides this formal rule, content analysis consists of three
phases: (1) preparation, (2) organisation and (3) Reporting (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008).
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In the preparation phase the researcher chooses the units of analysis and tries to get an understanding of the
whole. In this research that are the transcripts of interview with forest owners. In the preparation phase, I read
all transcripts twice to get familiar with the data, made notes on general themes and got a sense of the whole
(Burnard, 1991). Furthermore, I classified the participants in different owner types in this phase by first grouping
them per question according to the responses to their answers to the questions shown in appendix C. These
groups mainly contained of quantifiable indexes such as age, education, wood production and some more.
However, the context of the respondent’s answers, so the qualitative data, was considered while grouping the
participants.
The next phase is the organisation phase, in which the categorization matrix is created, and the data is coded
accordingly. In a deductive approach, the researcher creates a categorization matrix and uses this to code the
data (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008). The researcher can choose between an unconstrained and a structured matrix (Elo &
Kyngäs 2008). When using a structured matrix, only categories that are predetermined and are in the framework,
will be used to analyse the data. When using an unconstrained matrix, new (sub)categories can be created (Elo
& Kyngäs, 2008). Because literature does not provide us with a complete understanding of the phenomenon I
used an unconstrained matrix (Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.Table 2 unconstrained matrix of pre-determined
categories) to be flexible in creating extra categories or subcategories (Elo & Kyngäs, 2008). After creating this

matrix, I highlighted every passage that appeared to inform me about the participation, effectiveness, and owner
type of the subsidy. Afterwards I went through these passages again and coded them with the pre-determined
categories. Passages that did not fit any of these categories received a new category, but only after having read
all the transcripts. According to Hsieh & Shannon (2005) this can increase the trustworthiness of the study as
coding immediately when identifying those passages can influence the detection of other relevant text in the
process.
Table 2 unconstrained matrix of pre-determined categories

1) To what extent does the
SVNL subsidy lead to a
change

in

Participation

Effect

Owner type

Instability of subsidy

Opening up without subsidy

Application rate

Fear of loss of control

Management change

Economic objective

management

behaviour and recreation
provision?
2) How is the change in

Follow own objectives

Specific forest actions

Hassle

Tranquillity

Not completely informed

Conservation focussed

management behaviour and
recreation

provision

influenced by forest owner

Economic dependence

type?
Also, methodically the pre-determined categories were used to probe on questions using the pre-determined
categories. However, Hsieh & Shannon (2005) highlight the risk of bias that may occur if participants get clues to
answer in a particular way to please the researchers. Therefore, refrained from using my categories in probes as
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much as possible as I steered around open-ended questions so that participants can gave their own unbiased
responses to my questions. This meant not that I ceased to make use of probing at all to get a clear, correct,
relevant, and valid answer (Kumar, 2019). It meant that I did not specifically follow up my main open-ended
questions with probing about categories of my pre-determined set. This lowers the response bias (Hsieh &
Shannon, 2005), but also prevented me from focussing too much on existing categories which may overshadow
my ability to indicate new insights.
I used the current theoretical understanding of the effects of forestry interventions as guideline for my initial
coding. The problem statement and theoretical framework contain categories that I used in my analysis. I
basically have three different areas that I investigated; 1) participation in the subsidy scheme; 2) effect on
management and recreation provision within the subsidy scheme; and 3) the differences between owner types
in both 1 and 2. Within these areas I indicated several categories from the literature that are believed to explain
(some of) the effect of forestry interventions and differences among forest owner types. This resulted in the
unconstrained matrix as shown in Table 2. In this study, specific forest owners were interviewed, and I added
some new categories to the matrix while analysing the data. This happened when I encountered a phrase or a
couple of sentences that seemed important to answer my research question but could not be coded with one of
the pre-determined codes. These categories are derived and/or deducted from the responses of my interviews.
All of them are also discussed in this thesis. The matrix after finalizing the analysis is shown in Table 3. The findings
will be discussed more general in the next chapter to contribute to new theory.
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Table 3 unconstrained matrix of pre-determined categories + some additional categories that I found. In normal black are the
ones derived from literature. Bolt are the ones that my interviewees touched upon.

1) To what extent does the
SVNL subsidy lead to a
change

in

provision?
2) How is the change in
management behaviour and

Owner type

Instability of subsidy

Opening up without subsidy

Application rate

Fear of loss of control

Management change

Economic objective

Follow own objectives

Decentralization

Specific forest actions

Hassle/Administrative

Standard amounts

Tranquillity

Not completely informed

Monitoring

Conservation focussed

Economic dependence

Incentive

Recreation provision

burden

provision

influenced by forest owner
type?

Effect

management

behaviour and recreation

recreation

Participation

Impossible

Critical feedback

Low gain

Strict monitoring

Recreation hostage
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4 Results

In this chapter I will highlight the results of this research. In section 4.1 I will explain the categorisation of the
interviewees. I found that the classification from the theoretical framework was not fully applicable here, so I
decided to create clusters instead. In the remaining sections I will show the effects of the SVNL subsidy in terms
of participation, management change and recreation provision. Section 4.2 deals with the participation. Section
4.3 is about the management change related to the SVNL scheme. Finally, section 4.4 will show the outcomes of
the scheme for recreational provision.

4.1 Categories of forest owners
4.1.1 creating clusters
I divided the forest owners into the categories described in the theoretical background to analyse the
differences/similarities between them. The most distinctive difference between family forest owners and
company forest owners on the one hand and environmentalists and hobby forest owners on the other was
whether they produced wood for the market or not. This does not mean it is the only or even the most important
difference between these groups but rather that it is a good indicator for the horizontal division as described by
Schulting (1999). This division is based on the dilemma each forest owner faces which I can paraphrase using the,
often used terms in forest management literature, non-profitable versus profitable forest (Ficko et al., 2019).
Profit-oriented forest owners’ first objective is to earn a profit, whereas non-profit oriented forest owners first
objective is to create a healthy, biodiversity rich forest. For some profit-oriented owners, a focus on a profitable
forest is not needed since they have enough other sources of income. Schulting (1999) defined the group with
external sources of income as the overt forest owner group. These are usually managers of public forests
(Schulting, 1999). Since I only focused on private forest owners/managers, the overt forest owner group does
not form part of this study.
The bulk of my interviewees consists of private estate managers (owners/hired). I will from now on use the word
managers when I refer to the interviewees. Nowadays, managers have more income sources than just forest.
Political conditions for private estates in the Netherlands have fostered exploitation of new aspects of estates
(Donkers, 1996). Dooij et al. (2013), working in consultation with experts and private forest owners, came up
with useful tips and tricks to increase income, decrease costs, foster entrepreneurship, and create new revenue
models. They suggested among other things to involve companies in carbon sequestration of your forest, to
create a forest cemetery, and to rent real estate as offices, bed and breakfasts, et cetera.
The diversified exploitation options of estates make it difficult to make a distinction between non-profit and
profit-oriented estate owners based on their forestry goals alone. Correctly making a distinction between the
non-profit oriented and profit-oriented group based on the forestry goals is very hard for private estate owners
since almost all have more important income sources besides wood. These developments create limitations for
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translating the categories that Schulting (1999) found to private forest estate owners. Another caveat was the
distinction between production-oriented owners and environmentalist. Environmentalist also produce wood for
the market, but in contrast with production-oriented owners are doing this more in harmony with nature and its
biodiversity. This is something that could not be measured with the limited number of questions that I built in
the interview to establish the groups. Another limitation is that most managers show characteristics that overlap
with multiple groups.

Distribution table forest owner
groups

14P
8P

2P

5P
12P
17P
16P

1L
15P

10L

MANAGING FOR
SELF-OTHER
4L
9L

7P

11L

13L
3P

6L

WOOD-NATURE FOCUSED
Figure 4 Distribution table of private forest owner groups. The x-axis shows the degree to which
the owner manages the forest for himself (left) or in relation to others (right). The y-axis shows the
degree to which the owner is focused on wood production (top) or nature value (bottom). The
numbers refer to the different managers. P indicates that the interviewee is a professional
forester. L indicates that the interviewee is a layman in forestry. The orange ovals indicate
different clusters. (1) production-oriented cluster, (2) integrated cluster, (3) nature-oriented
cluster, and (4) self-oriented cluster.

Keeping these limitations in mind, I decided to create a distribution table to show the most important differences
that I think exist in my pool of private estate owners. Figure 3 shows the spread among two axes: (1) wood vs
nature focus and (2) managing for self-managing for other. This last one is linked to recreation management. I
chose these axes because the SVNL subsidy is addressing these two. The higher the dot the more wood focused,
the more to the right the more focused on providing recreation. This is not a solid creation of groups, but merely
an indication of the diversity among private estate owners. It is based on the vision of the owner/manager on
wood production and recreational provision and not based on absolute parameters or variables. It is a relative
comparison.Based on these two scales, data about the goals and vision of the manager was extracted from the
transcripts. Then I scaled every manager on both these axes from -100% up to 100%. Through this visualisation
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and interpretation of meaning of the transcripts, you can roughly see four clusters appear and even some kind
of trend. Greater focus on wood production is associated with a greater focus on recreational provision.
Managers in cluster 1, the production-oriented cluster, focus mainly on the multifunctional goal of forest. Nature
values are not directly important for their decisions. Recreation provision is an important asset of their estate.
An example of managers from cluster 1:
healthy forest where no wood is produced is unimaginable to us .. is technical, biological, scientific all
nonsense. (14P, production-oriented cluster, personal communication)
Well, I would say recreation, admittedly passive, but that is at the top. We have a golf course and we
have 9 holiday homes on the estate, which generates quite a lot of money and that is why the family and
I also think that the estate should be hospitable so we pay a lot of attention to the looks, it must look
good, it must be healthy, it must be maintained and it is great that woodpeckers and mushrooms come
in it, but that is not the primary motivation, it must look good. (8P, production-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
Managers from cluster 2, called the integrated cluster, tend to have balance between nature value and wood
production. Some owners work with plots that have multifunctional goal and plots that have a nature goal.
Recreation is somewhat more zoned than in the production-oriented cluster:
Nature is important, certainly important; we carry out a multifunctional, integrated forest management
where I work in zones. So, I have certain areas where I put a bit more emphasis on nature management
and a little less on wood production, but that could be the other way around in other areas. (12P,
integrated cluster, personal communication)
Well, we are convinced that nature is the most important, […] but we also believe that wood production
can be an integral part of forest management. (10L, integrated cluster, personal communication)
We divided that estate in 50 plots. We can have production […]. We have a mixed function: cultivation
of wood with nature, then you should mainly think of native trees, a somewhat integrated forest
management-like approach […]. We have pure nature plots where we work nature-oriented in the forest.
[…] and we have some reserve areas. Recreation is not part of that at all, in that consideration. We have
a separate recreation vision and there is a zoning in it in which we say in the bid for the castle we attract
people, but in areas where there is a lot of nature we keep recreation a bit away. (16P, integrated cluster,
personal communication)
In contrast with cluster 1 and 2, managers from cluster 3, called the nature-oriented cluster, do not have wood
production as a goal. Their main concern is the natural value of the estate. Within these groups managers differ
quite a bit in terms of recreational provision. Some actively promote recreation on their estate:
It was my intention to create an area that, well, has a high natural value. So, a place where all biotopes
are located. We have deep water so 2m and deeper, shallow water that is like a wetland and natural
grassland, flowery grassland and dense forest, open forest, everything. That was my objective and
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recreational, but mainly that it has high natural value, because I think that is important to manage, so
that is the main objective. Not for production, not at all. (3P, nature-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
Yes nature and recreation are the most important […], we keep all kinds of hiking trails and have a lot of
care for nature in terms of biodiversity. Really pure nature to try to be a kind of nest for the environment
so that all kinds of game and insects and small mammals and whatever can thrive here and then fan out
into the surrounding. We try very hard to look at coverage for different animal species and insects, yes,
just to keep that biodiversity very high. And we also ensure that the people who stay here, and of course
the residents, can walk, and enjoy nature. So, nature and recreation are very much related to each other.
(6P, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
whereas other do not:
Yes, I was also told that it should be opened. Not that I would not do it, but what I was told is that forest
in NL must be open and contiguous for game, so you can't even close it, well that seems like a good
starting point. (11L, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
Managers from cluster 4, called the self-oriented cluster, are differentiated by the other managers on their
recreation provision viewpoints. In this study only 1 manager formed this cluster. This manager was sceptical
about the provision of recreation. While the estate was opened for recreation, they did nothing to make
recreation easier:
Well, no parking spaces, not giving people parking. If you want to walk here, you can, but then you have
to park your car next to the road. Well, that stops a lot of people, a lot of people drive to a parking lot
and from there they start walking. No active walking routes across your site, that all helps to keep it
calm. (5P, self-oriented cluster, personal communication)

4.1.2 Different focal points
A lot of the PEO’s interviewed acknowledge the need for mixing tree species and improving other aspects (such
as water retention, acidification etc.). This aspect is mentioned by managers from different clusters. Overall
interviews from nature-oriented and integrated cluster put more emphasize on revitalisation.
What I am preparing is to make a total plan for how we can increase the biodiversity in the duck decoy
and which planting, and management would best suit this, so also to find an answer to any possible
occurring diseases. (1L, integrated cluster, personal communication)
We also want to introduce different variations, which are much more resistant to climate. […] So actually,
the core is: we want to increase the freedom of choice in the forest and for this we must make use of the
introduction of species, and at the same time this is only possible to a limited extent because the costs
are far too great. (2P, production-oriented cluster, personal communication)
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We are busy with, now that we have so much logging, that we are much more differentiating in the
forest. […], it is a beech forest. We must differentiate in that, because I think the drought really makes
you think about how you are going to do the replanting. (4L, nature-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
We try very hard to look at how biodiverse it is, so we try very hard to avoid monoculture. (6L, natureoriented cluster, personal communication)
Of course, we suffer from ash dieback, only it is funny we only have the ash compartments say where
100% ash are, they all died, but where it is combined with alder or other tree species, they all still look
vital from. Ehm .. so well that is also the same I think the solution: mixing, yes you know varying types of
wood. (7P, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
We are not extremely against the exotics, but you would also like to improve some soil and so there are
also native tree species that you look at, such as planting linden trees in the forest and that sort of things.
(9L, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
I try to mix them, I try to make an irregular mixture with, for example, birch, beech, American oak,
because I also have quite a lot of them there. (12P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
But I am focusing on more indigenous species. That is also a mission from the estate. Although I must
keep producing enough wood, I do try there, partly due to the climate problem and the droughts, I try
there with some new species, both with natural rejuvenation and with planting, I try to give it a new
twist. (15P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
We too are simply concerned a lot with natural values, but also with climate change. So, we are taking
targeted measures with forestry, but we are also seriously trying to maintain the balance between yields
and the natural values, so to speak. (17P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
Further suggestions are given by managers to increase the quality of nature by mapping the biodiversity on the
property during the assessment events of the provinces:
I think that there should be looked more at the quality, also of your forests, but also at all your species
that belong and are there. That is also very important. (7P, nature-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
And by implementing climate change related issues in the scheme:
Well, we also see the climate change and that is one of the difficult things in those packages, that has
not been considered at all. And then we do not think that pine, oak, beech forest is a sensible package
for getting started with climate adaptation [...], because these are all three tree species that strongly
acidify and we therefore also want much more maple, cherry, lime tree and we also think that Douglas
and fir are species that have a place in it. [...] What I do not think is good either, or what could be included
is a subsidy to adapt to another aspect of the climate problem, and that is the amount of precipitation.
(14P, production-oriented, personal communication)
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At the same time, (other) managers mention the role of wood production within the SVNL scheme and the
Netherlands as a whole:
Am very much in favour of improvements in wood production capabilities. I mean I still find it very
complicated that we produce far too little wood in the Netherlands, that we must get it from abroad. I
mean that 10% self-sufficiency we have is absurd, of course. It needs to be enlarged enormously. In that
respect, I look forward to the realization of the new forest strategy. Wood plays a very important role in
the function of the forest as far as I am concerned. (2P, production-oriented, personal communication)
Well, in the current light of more trees, making more use of wood, I think that not harvesting wood is a
perverse incentive, so you should not really do that. (16P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
Managers are also concerned about the role of the public in providing wood production and issues with wood
production in the SVNL scheme. They fear that environmental concerns will outweigh wood production. In their
opinion it must, and can be, integrated in one another:
And in the discussion about nature quality and climate change, I am afraid that the utility function of
wood and forest will be omitted. And when we talk about sustainable and cyclical, I hope it will become
increasingly clear to people that the use of wood is very sensible. Well and I think the government should
show some more colour in this. And not only minister Schouten who does her utmost best, because she
does, but I think a piece of civil servants should also be included with that. That would be my approach.
(2P, production-oriented, personal communication)
Well, I find it difficult to notice that the expertise is no longer trusted. I do not know the solution for that,
but I sometimes think we should do forestry information again, as we sometimes did in the past, that's
what I want to share. (2P, production-oriented, personal communication)
I also have a forest near Rotterdam, but that does not matter, you know, you can forget the entire wood
production there, because of the public resistance, if you do not have the [right/ more rewarding]
package and you are not allowed to produce wood, yes it will be very scant, everyone who walks in with
the dog like that, and they call you names when it is all not good. (10L, integrated cluster, personal
communication)
For the role wood production in the SVNL scheme is neglected an understatement, I think it is just totally
ignored. In fact, if you do something with wood production you will be punished for it. While if you want
to do something for the long-term cultivation of sustainable wood, I think it is important, if the
government wants that too, that you invest in it in time, because I do not have to tell you that If you are
going to let go of a little interest bill when I start pruning a tree, that can of course never be done, and
yet we want high-quality wood that is transported with as little CO2 as possible. Almost all the wood we
currently use for sustainable construction almost all comes from far away. While we have enough
potential for that in NL. (12P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
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The do not harvest packages with an escape for harvesting exotics, well I have seen trucks pass by. Then
I think: okay you get money not to harvest. (16P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
Also, managers talked about the cultural-historical value of their property. This is an example of cultural-historical
concerns:
Yes, exactly. And then yes, so not just nature, because we have also been in talks with the province to
make the entire estate nature, well we do not. So, we really think it should go hand in hand with farmers,
nature, recreation, and things like that. Well, that is actually what we do (7P, nature-oriented cluster,
personal communication)
Yes, what I just said, those avenues that you want to re-plant in culture-historical respective way and
that means that you also want to do that in a culture-historical responsible way. (4L, nature-oriented
cluster, personal communication)
There were two practical issue related to the cultural-historical value mentioned within the SVNL scheme. First,
the cost of replanting an old avenue and second was the management of coppice forest:
Well, I will have a look at the coppice which I just said at the beginning. Look that price has been reduced
so enormously, look we still do it because we are historical, culture-historical it just belongs from the
past, so we will continue to do that. But when I look at other organizations, it is just not possible to do
that. That amount is just way too low. And you really must enjoy it, for that reason you do it, but certainly
not for the subsidy, no, no. (7P, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
However, the cultural-historical value that private estates possess and which the owners want to maintain and
protect are not only an extra incentive to maintain the natural beauty of the estate. It implies on the same time
a conflict between maintaining status quo and adaptation. This is perfectly described by one of the managers:
We are busy with, now that we have so much logging, differentiating in the forest. And that is difficult
with cultural-historical value. It is really a beech forest, especially here a real park forest. We must
differentiate, because I think the drought really makes you think about how you are going to do the
replanting, but you are also concerned with your cultural-historical value, then you are always in a bit of
a dilemma. (4L, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
But the annoying thing is with avenues, the older the avenues get, the higher the costs [...] Becomes
more expensive and more expensive and more expensive, really costs 10 thousand euros and if you say
yes, but that is not in proportion to the money I get from you every year, they say yes, but this is how
the scheme works you get a lump sum subsidy and you also have to prune with that, you can save the
money. Haha, yes, thank you, but that is of course not at all possible. The best you can do is cut avenues
and replace them with strips of Corsican pine or Douglas fir, at least that will yield some benefits, but
we will not. But by not giving a subsidy for one-off excessive costs, rejuvenation of avenues, pruning
avenues with large aerial work platforms, you are doing those owners too short. (8P, productionoriented cluster, personal communication)
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The same with a canal around a country house, I now walk across the estate here, and we also have a
country house with a canal around it, you can of course say, you get 300 euros every year to maintain
that canal [...], but once every 15 years it must be re-shored and that costs a ton, then I have no use for
a 300-, 500- or 1000-euro subsidy every year. Every 15 years I have a huge hiccup from sheet-piling or
dredging or you name it, a major expense. (8P, production-oriented cluster, personal communication)

4.2 Participation
In total, 15 out of the 17 managers interviewed participated in the SVNL subsidy scheme. Two managers did not
participate in the scheme and two managers only participated with part of their property.

4.2.1 Not participating
One of these latter managers did not participate with her forest patches but did participate with the agricultural
patches. She was told that this was not possible, in the interview it was clear that she did not really understand
why:
People say, that is just what they told us, they say that it is already nature on the nature. And you cannot
request a package for that, so yes .. (6L, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
She also lacks a general understanding about the SVNL scheme:
I have now got it clear a bit more for myself to understand which parties are now active in what and then
I understand it better, but if you do not then I can imagine that it is all unclear. And then for example,
the forest plot where you have no package on, while we have quite a bit of forest and why is that not
possible. Yes, that is something I must dive into again and then it takes a long time un till you have a
reaction and all kinds of things go in between again.. point is it will not be completed properly and then
next year I will be thinking again, what about that forest plot, why do not we have subsidy there. Yes so
it is quite unclear. (6L, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
The other owner that does and does not participate also has a lack of understanding about the SVNL scheme, he
had not even heard about it until he bought his plot:
Yes I agree. Look, I did not start this project because of that arrangement, it was something that I was
not aware of until the purchase of the first plot and I probably do not know about a lot of other
arrangements as well, but that is not why I do it. With the first plot I was given the choice: your
predecessor, so the previous owner, shared in it or was a member, contributed his piece to the total and
so you can take over and you can get a subsidy. Then I bought my second plot, that was about 4/5 weeks
ago and then I asked: ‘can I join that SVNL again? No that is not possible the previous owner did not, so
it is fixed. I said okay that is odd’, but it is not possible. I do not know if that is correct, but that is all that
is said. So, part 1 yes, part 2 not. (11L, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
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From this quotation it becomes clear that it is also impossible for this owner to join in the SVNL scheme with his
other plot. Another forest owner also stated that it was impossible for him to join in the SVNL scheme. He is the
initiator of a foundation that manages a duck decoy which is still property of the government:
No, no, I do not know how that is nowadays arranged, but 12 years ago when we started it I did look at
it. The area was suitable in terms of zoning in the nature management plan of the province, but one of
the grounds for rejection in the scheme is that if your area is owned by the government, you will not be
eligible for a subsidy. (1L, integrated cluster, personal communication)
These examples show that it is impossible for some forest owners to join in the scheme. However, owners may
also choose deliberately to not join the scheme. One owner chose not to participate since only the forest on his
land was eligible and the gains from this type are low in his opinion:
Well, the SVNL, that regulation, is clear, but I would like that, as I said, now it is only for forest part, but
I cannot participate for the flowery grassland. I would like, in my case, that my whole property is eligible,
also for recreation and that that is also just a bit easy to set up. I would just like to participate, but the
fee for woodland should be a bit higher. Yes, because your maintenance of the forest, if you really want
to do it well as they have prescribed in the management conditions, yes you just cannot do that for 50
euros. That is of course a pittance for a hectare of forest. Anyway, it will be based on something, but I do
not think that is realistic. (3P, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
Interestingly almost all the managers that do (partially) not participate are part of nature-oriented cluster.
However, this decision is not done purely deliberately as the owner explains that only a part of his property is
eligible for SVNL:
And we do not have a management subsidy for that, we have had that in the past, but we did not fall
under the EHS, the NNN [Nature network Netherlands] that it is now, I did send a kind of objection or
letter about that because that is established by the province. Then they changed the forest part to the
NNN, of course we have 11ha of forest, part natural pasture and part water of course and they did the
forest part in NNN. (3P, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
The owner wants to remain freedom in the choice of his management, although he mentions that he meets the
requirements of the SVNL scheme already:
We could get a fee for the management and for opening up, but then you must be certified via a forest
group or whatever. And of course, that costs money and the compensation you get for the forest is so
small and then you also must meet all kinds of requirements, I do meet them, only now I am free to do
so and otherwise you must meet them. So, I chose not to participate because the amount is also way too
low. (3P, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
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4.2.2 Participating in the scheme
However, This owner does not stand alone in his critical opinion about following the objectives of the SVNL
scheme. Across all owners there seemed to be a consensus that following the own objectives is very important.
Only if the objectives of the SVNL scheme are adaptable to the own objectives, the owner shall join the scheme:
Our policy is: we determine what we want and if a subsidy scheme subsequently stimulates or contributes
to what we want, we are happy to use it, but we never let ourselves be steered because the government
wants to use a bag of money to steer us in a certain direction. I have been around too long for that, I
know that the government is unreliable, institutes and abolishes subsidies at my discretion. I have seen
so many subsidy schemes come and go, we are absolutely not influenced by them, but if there is money
that serves a purpose that we strive for, then I make use of it. (8P, production-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
Well, if it is something that can be integrated then we participate in it, yes, but besides the SVNL subsidy
schemes there are not many remaining. It is occasionally something new and then you must see whether
it fits in the whole or not and if it does not fit in well then it passes you. (9P, nature-oriented cluster,
personal communication)
No, I would also think that was is a very bad thing. That is the first thing I say to every forest owner:
please do not change ... the only thing that is certain is that we will have a different subsidy scheme in 5
years' time. So do not let yourself be guided by the subsidy scheme, take what you can, but make sure
that the management that you plan to do just continues in a good way and do not deviate too much
from it. Do not suddenly go from left to right and from top to bottom when someone comes up with
something new. (12P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
The fear of owners is an economic dependence that will backfire due to instability of the subsidy scheme.
However, since the requirements of the SVNL scheme are not very difficult, according to the managers, most of
them participate in the scheme. For most of these, the money that is received from the SVNL scheme is seen as
vital or at least as a decent amount of support:
Yes, well I think it is a great agreement between government and private persons, a nature forest owner
to get some sort of compensation for management. And it is not cost-effective, as we know, but it is a
good deal. Ultimately, of course, it is also our choice to maintain this. (10L, integrated cluster, personal
communication)
In general, I think the most important now is subsidy both agricultural nature management and nature
management, uhmm and the SIM, subsidy for conservation of monuments, then comes the lease and
then the timber harvest. Those are the three main sources of income. And we still have a small portion
of rental. (17P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
But SVNL is just very important to me, without SVNL it would not work at all. (15P, integrated cluster,
personal communication)
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4.2.3 Opinions on the scheme
Owners are also critical about the participation requirements. One manager explained that he does not receive
SVNL subsidy at another estate where he works, because the property is not opened up for recreation, he
perceives this as recreational hostage:
No one can explain to me why I do not just receive a subsidy, except for the recreation allowance, because
we have a tiered scheme. A subsidy for the maintenance of forest types plus a fee for opening them up.
If I do not open it up, I will not receive that forest surcharge, as if we then do not contribute to CO2
sequestration and climate and nature goals, I find it disgusting [laughs] just write that down. (8P,
production-oriented cluster, personal communication)
But another manager mentioned that she could receive subsidy without the fee for recreation:
Well, SVNL subsidy and opening are not, they are not inextricably linked, because you can apply for an
opening contribution on top of your SVNL subsidy, but we will not do that because we do not want that
on this side of the property. (6L, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
The experiences of the owners’ interaction with the provincial government are different as well. Some owners
have positive experience. For example, they have experienced a good communication with the provincial
government:
Well, I think it is very positive that it is indicated annually, or annually it is determined. The province also
communicates well about it saying: you can now adjust your things what you have. You can indicate
whether you want to change it. (13L, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
Or they appreciate that the provincial government is flexible when a nature type’s management does not play
out as planned:
So yes, the management fails in some way, so we have presented this to the provinces and if all goes
well, there will now be a pilot with different management types. […] They are now working on that test
it. And I think that is hopeful because at a certain point you can just start to demonstrate: does your
quality of herbs and fauna-rich grassland deteriorate so much if you apply fertilizer, or does nothing
happen? Because that is also an option. Well, if nothing happens at all, but you do have more grass
growth, the management package will be more interesting to conclude. So yes those are things they are
just going to look at now and I think that is a very positive development. (5P, self-oriented cluster,
personal communication)
However, some owners have a more negative or disappointing experience with the provincial government. One
owner mentioned the lack of support for transforming to more nature inclusive agriculture:
So, I notice that is pioneering. But it would be nice if the province could make pioneering a bit easier, let
me summarize it like this. Well maybe a kind of platform: nature-inclusive agriculture, we are going to
experiment with several parties, and we will unburden you as a party from year x to year y and then we
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will have a look. Something like that, well I do not see that happening yet. (2P, production-oriented,
personal communication)
Other owners have experienced a general lack of interaction with the provincial government. They think good
interaction and cooperation can lead to higher nature values:
Well, I do think that as a manager we have more knowledge of the estate, for example, than a province
and if you can combine that, the objective in that area with the objectives of the province, then I think
you can life the natural value to an even higher level than if you only use the objective on paper from the
provincial government. I often miss it… the link with the administrators in the field. (17P, integrated
cluster, personal communication)
Moreover, the property of one manager is located in three different provinces. They have experienced the
difference between the provinces first-hand:
We have an avenue that is half in Overijsel and half in Drenthe. At one point it was the case that one side
of the avenue was just included as dry forest with production included and the other side of the avenue
in Overijsel was included as an avenue. And we could get a subsidy in Drenthe for dry forest with
production, but we could not get money for the avenue in Overijsel. (17P, integrated cluster, personal
communication)
This citation shows that difference in the policy of provinces can lead to odd situations for PFO’s. Both negative
and positive outcomes of decentralization of policy are touched upon by the managers. A lot of managers
mention that the financial support of the SVNL is somewhat lower than they would like. Moreover, one owner
mentions the fact that the SVNL subsidy is not provided to him, since his property is not connected to other
nature areas. This is a consequence of budget cuts. Although this is a problem of decentralization, I do not think
that my managers, on average, would rather see a centralized SVNL subsidy. Flexibility in the implementation of
the SVNL scheme and a tight cooperation with the province are changes that managers would like to see happen
in the scheme or really appreciate already.
well, look management conditions are of course quite general. I think that per environment… we
stretch… we try to stretch those conditions so much that it can also be applied within our private estate,
so if you have more freedom in that and can therefore deliver more concise work, I think that it only
benefits. (17P, integrated cluster, personal communication).
no that is very positive and also very much from their own thinking how we can improve that. (natureoriented cluster, personal communication)
but part that we plant with hardwood because we also think that more hardwood is important and that
it is ecologically better for soil and nature, but you don't get anything for that, I would think that it is
right from that we get financial support when there is a calamity and If we use this calamity to achieve
goals, you have to contribute a little bit to that, I would find that quite normal. (8P, production-oriented
cluster, personal communication)
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4.3 Management change
4.3.1 Not changing management
However, my managers were very consistent in answers about their management change:
No, just stayed the same. (7P, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
Not really either. (14P, production-oriented, personal communication)
No, we also have a part that lies outside the NNN and we do not receive a management fee for that, and
that management is no different than on the SVNL plots. (10L, integrated cluster, personal
communication)
No, because I really would not know what the SVNL stimulates, because SVNL does not stimulate at all.
You just get a little money. Kind of a tip, here you are and thank you for having some forest, but that
does not stimulate at all, there is no incentive at all in SVNL. (8P, production-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
No, it is what I said at the beginning, the entire working method at the private estate has changed
somewhat in terms of staffing, so it is logical that some activities change, that some things run
differently, but at management level not much has changed. There are other trends, but the
management has not completely changed. (5P, self-oriented cluster, personal communication)
No, I just look at what is my management and which fee fits with it. Look, I have on the heath terrain,
for example, I have a herd walking around there, then I check whether I can receive a sheep herd
supplement on heather fields. I am not going to hire a flock of sheep only because there is a subsidy for
a sheep herd, and I do not do that with my forest packages as well. So, no I just look what am I able to
and my terrain, what do I want, what am I able to and which management types are appropriate. (12P,
integrated cluster, personal communication)
It becomes clear that 11 out of the 15 participating managers did not change their management activities due to
the subsidy scheme. Moreover, one forest owner mentioned that the scheme also has an opposite effect on the
intended outcomes:
I know very large areas on the Veluwe, where all those non-opened up packages are arranged, it means
that the exotic trees may be removed, well you do not want to know how many cubic meters have already
been harvested so that is really a nature focused package which has a completely wrong effect. (16P,
integrated cluster, personal communication)
you get money for opened up forest to look at dead trees that could fall on the head of a hiker, but you
also have to dare to say: if you have this you must, let's say, have 50 meters of path per ha or 100 m
path, because now people are going to close the paths and then say they must have money to check
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dead wood above the paths, that way you get perverse stimuli in the scheme. (16P, integrated cluster,
personal communication)
Managers mention different reasons why they did not change their management influenced by the scheme.
Some owners do not know anything different than the management prescribed by the scheme:
Yes and that is of course also because you were raised by the SVNL, so you .. this is actually a standard
for us to manage the forest in a sustainable way and a good way and therefore you also have the idea
that you do it in a good way. (4L, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
Others feel like the SVNL scheme does not contain any incentives to change management:
I mean the multifunctional forest type, or forest with production I mean, you must make a big mess of it
if you do not want to comply with the requirements. And that also applies to the more nature focused
forest type. […] But I do not think there is any real incentive, impulse, to make things better than it already
was. You just get a compensation, and everyone complains that it is too little. (15P, integrated cluster,
personal communication)
No, not really an incentive and we have been subsidized since, well I think 1976. […] In those early days,
certain activities in the forest were indeed subsidized and that did provide some direction. (14P,
production-oriented, personal communication)
Maybe I am not reading the rules correctly, but that does not matter at all for that province. I mean
whether I cut down 10ha every year and plant it with Poplars or Douglas or thin a little bit carefully once
every 5 years and I let owls and woodpeckers do their thing, there is no difference between these. Then
there is no incentive in the SVNL at all. It is simply a fee for the provision of social services. That is how I
see it, it's a fee for a service. (8P, production-oriented cluster, personal communication)
But five private estate owners mentioned that they do not miss an incentive in the SVNL scheme. They think they
themselves have sufficient vision for their property and do not need the government to guide their management:
No, we do not miss it. And we also have sufficient vision and insight to be able to determine for ourselves
what is useful and what is not. (14P, production-oriented, personal communication)
No, I would say that is a very bad thing. That is the first thing I say to every forest owner: please do not
go ... the only thing that is certain is that we will have a different subsidy scheme in 5 years' time. So do
not let yourself be guided by the subsidy scheme, take what you can from the subsidy, but make sure
that the management that you plan to do just continues in a good way and do not deviate too much
from it. (12P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
None of the interviewed managers was planning on (ever) cutting their forest. In practice and by law, (new)
private estates must have a certain amount of forest/nature (RVO, 2020). Without even directly asking my
managers about the goals of the estate a lot of them indicated that the conservation of the estate is the most,
or one of the most important goals for them:
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The statutes of the foundation state: preservation of the property by preserving the natural and cultural
values that exist there. (16P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
The primary objective is to maintain the estate. (2P, production-oriented, personal communication)
The objective of the estate is really to ensure that it remains intact, we must and may not commit overexploitation. (5P, self-oriented cluster, personal communication)
We try, an estate is of course often very diverse, it is still very original, the landscape elements are often
still present. So that is actually what we're trying to keep. (7P, nature-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
We just want to maintain the estate as it is and improve nature. (10L, integrated cluster, personal
communication)
The continuity of the management for a longer period and the maintenance of the property. (15P,
integrated cluster, personal communication)
This is closely linked to cultural-historical value. A lot of managers indicated that this is an important value which
they want to remain on the estate, strengthening the drive of private estate owners to maintain the property in
all its variety:
Yes, exactly. And then yes, not just nature, because we have also been in talks with the province to make
the entire estate nature, well we do not. Because we really think it should go hand in hand with farmers,
nature, recreation, and things like that. Well, that is what we do. (7P, nature-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
We are the only piece of land in this area where the original ground level is still intact. And the rest, with
all the tumuli and graves is all levelled and with us it is all still intact, and we would like to keep it that
way. (14P, production-oriented, personal communication)
But they are also just beautiful old pollard willows so yes we cannot really say that we saw the whole
willow because we prefer not to use it [willow] as firewood and to give a different species more chance.
(1L, integrated cluster, personal communication))
And traditionally that is a park forest with a forestry function, but of course if we are going to mark (for
felling) there then you have in mind that it is a park forest, where you are working, of the courtyard and
you must take that into account that you do not really cut down very beautiful trees that give character
to the area. While from a forestry point of view, it would have to go because that is useless. (5P, selforiented cluster, personal communication)
So, from a culture point of view, a certain forest is present here, which we want to maintain in the sense
that we do not plant all kinds of other things in between or saw things away. (6L, nature-oriented cluster,
personal communication)
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These responses indicate that remaining the forest (in all its variety) is an important goal among this group of
private estate owners. The SVNL scheme is not effective for this group, since private forest owners do not see a
real incentive within the SVNL other than maintain the forest as forest (see result part), which they would fulfil
anyways.

4.3.2 Change of management
Although most forest owners did not change their management due to the scheme, there are four managers that
did change it:
Well, we have a part of the forest, what used to have a multifunctional function, forest with production,
we consciously chose to remove it from production. And I added that to the piece of forest without
production, that is 40 ha, and it was for practical reasons. It is a complicated piece of work that would
yield nothing. And we thought that if we did wood production there, we would really damage the
beautiful landscape, we just should not want to, so we distanced ourselves from that. And then you
notice that subsidy steers, money steers a lot, and you are very aware of that, but at that moment it also
works in favour of a management type of which you say: that does much more fit with what is there.
(2P, production-oriented, personal communication)
Actually, that is our starting point, the SVNL subsidy is our starting point on which we focus our
management. (13L, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
Yes I think so, I do not know if we would not have done it the same way if SVNL had not been there. But
you are much more aware and sustainable and yes you are really managing in a different way. (4L,
nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
Everything has always been agricultural land. 20 years ago, it all changed to nature [with help of subsidy]
and since then it is actually all in the SVNL. (17P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
Two managers used subsidy for changing the use of their properties from agriculture to nature. This subsidy is
linked to the SVNL scheme and their management has changed accordingly. Other changes in the management
consisted of:
Awareness of which trees do you leave alone, which trees do you leave behind as dead wood and which
do you remove. Becoming aware of the opening of the forest so that you spend a little more time in that
aspect. Well, be aware of the different types of forest. You will manage ‘willow field’ of course in a
completely different way than oak forest or beech forest. So, I think it mainly has to do with awareness
of your standing wood, that you deal with it more consciously. And the support of the forest group that
you get there, if you are concerned about something you can engage them and ask for advice, which is
also a big advantage. So, I think that mainly because you have the SVNL, it realizes a constant policy that
is the same for all SVNL packages. The advice you get that does help. (4L, nature-oriented cluster,
personal communication)
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There are some managers that mentioned the need to be a certified owner and make management plans within
the SVNL scheme. They believe that is a good incentive to think about your management and an assurance for
the government that owners critically assess their management:
Well, I think so, the government is asking something in return, and I think that is right. The fact that you
must be a certified nature manager, that you must have a management plan, I think that is actually a
good agreement. The government gives you something and I think they should get something in return,
a kind of thorough procedure that lies behind it because we have those management plans. Behind the
SVNL packages are management types with descriptions and I try to read through them and see if we
are doing well or not. (10L, integrated cluster, personal communication)
On the other hand, the certification procedure is criticized. This manager argues that there is no need for such a
procedure with the simple SVNL requirements:
If you have no requirements at all and hardly must meet substantive criteria, why do you need to be
certified?. I understand that when you say that I am going to do high-tech nature management, then
you must demonstrate that you have the professional knowledge, but I think that is a great exaggeration
for forest management. I really think it is justified to certify for complex nature objectives, I understand
that. But if you say we implement it very basically and we hardly set any requirements for forest and
what you have there, why do you have to be certified? (8P, production-oriented cluster, personal
communication)

4.3.3 standard amounts
Some managers highlight the difficulties of a subsidy scheme with packages with standard monetary amounts
like the SVNL. They argue that it leads to situations where forest owners are opting for packages that provide the
most money adjusted for the effort it takes to adhere to the requirements. Also, local differences are not
incorporated. According to some managers this can lead to odd situations:
No, it has to do with the system of these types of packages with standard amounts. You can see there
are escapes in several things. For example, the standard amounts for grazing are based on limited areas
and if you look at, in the Veluwe there is for example 5000-6000ha. Well, just calculate what they get
there to do no management. Those are just absurd amounts. I think you can do something with your
SVNL with that. [Also], the do not harvest packages with an escape for exotics management, well I have
seen trucks pass by. (16P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
Look an estate that is really in the middle or nowhere just gets the full recreational subsidy. While if I
look at our estate, where we must have a special investigation officers, that attracts more than 100,000
visitors a year, where we blow leaves and the whole circus, that costs lots of money. We also get the
same 34 euros / yes / ha, it is easy, but it is not fair. (12P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
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Some managers would like to see a scheme that is more focused on expertise and management plans and the
realization of those plans. In that way they think that quality is assured:
Well, no I think the subsidy should be more realistic. […] I would much rather go to a system in which you
work according to a certain pattern, a management plan and where you will be judged on the realization
of your management plan. But they have simply opted for the SVNL and in my opinion a lot of SVNL
money goes down the drain because it does not do what should be done with it. (12P, integrated cluster,
personal communication)
In nature management, you constantly see that people think in terms of subsidy packages. But I think
we should better see that you are going to manage your forest based on what the area allows. Instead
of just looking at what kind of package can I get, you must see what fits within the area, how it looks,
how it comes about. There are many more important things, or there are much more important things
than only the package that you get, you also leave a stigma on it. (5P, self-oriented cluster, personal
communication)

4.3.4 Monitoring
Another aspect of the SVNL subsidy is the monitoring. Some managers mentioned the monitoring of forest
packages is not holistic enough:
“well, there is a monitoring system, but they only look at plants. At the end of the 6 years, also indicate
what you have harvested with an auditor's report on a certain amount. As a government, I would
absolutely do that, then I wanted to know better what was happening with my money” – 16P, integrated
cluster
“We also have that monitoring assignment from the province. Yes and then it counts fat trees and counts
native trees, that is a pretty statistical approach that I think is more for the statistics than for the actual
payment. yes, forest monitoring is not really, without wanting to do anything to my colleagues about it,
I do not think that is really serious because it is far too global for me. The monitoring of the nature
reserves is a lot more serious.” – 15P, integrated cluster
“we actually don't notice any of that. We occasionally receive a letter from the province, then they ask
for permission to monitor and every now and then we write to the province that we want to be results,
well then we do get that, but we notice little of that. and we have some neighbours who count the birds
themselves and they do so neatly via the SOFON method and that gives a much better picture than what
the monitoring of the province gives once every 6 years or once every 12 years.” – 14P, productionoriented cluster
Besides, the managers said that they would like to receive the results of the monitoring as a way of feedback or
support on their management:
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“They come by here sometimes and then you hear it, well, of course they have monitoring once every 6
years, but we don't get any data from that either. Not automatically, you really have to ask for that if
you want to receive it. Well, that is also one thing you think: precisely with that data you can work again
towards your objective or what else is possible or perhaps not, you are on the right track, but you don't
hear that, you have to ask about it.. I miss the link.”—17P, integrated cluster
“The province would like to get rid of all landscape elements, they want that to the collective. I want to
get rid of that from the collective and everything to the SVNL so that is always a nice discussion and that
has mainly to do with controls that lean on the collective, that drives me quite crazy” – 7P, natureoriented cluster
“It is the case that the monitoring of the subsidy goes through the province or the collectives, and I
notice very little of that. It would be nice if I just get some sort of report of the observed quality of the
area, of the forest birds or something similar. That someone helps me monitor where the opportunities
lie. And I would, yes, I also wish that I would also be advised without being asked. I have not noticed any
of this so far. Yes, you must indicate yourself: you have done something. So that is your own
responsibility, so you declare yourself what you have changed in the context of the management. But
the monitoring and what does the province observe in terms of nature quality, diversity in forest
structure, you name it, I think that the province and the collectives could play a role in this, yes. And I
have not noticed any of that yet. So now it remains a kind of money tank that you pull out of, but of
course you want to have quality.” – 2P, production-oriented cluster
One manager even makes a plead to monitor not only nature values, but use it to monitor the management of
the forest area:
“I think the government is struggling with how they collect that data and what they do with it. That
monitoring often involves species and plants and things like that, but you could also monitor: you say
that you have checked trees, you show how much you have been doing, you have said that you are going
to check the grids, how many grids are there actually per hectare and what you have requested and
does that correspond somewhat with those standard amounts? There, the government could, within
the framework of the SVNL, do a few random checks and say: you will receive money for this, now I will
see whether those standard amounts actually correspond” – 16P, integrated cluster

4.4 Recreation provision
4.4.1 recreation provision with the scheme
The government is also aiming to promote recreation possibilities in the Netherlands via the SVNL scheme. This
research found that 16 out of 17 managers had their property opened for free recreation all year round.
However, the SVNL scheme was only for three managers the reason why their property was opened:
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No, no, the opening is due to the subsidy. That is money driven, I have to be very honest about it. (2P,
production-oriented, personal communication)
The manager of a new estate was one of the two other managers that indicated that the estate was opened
because of the scheme. The creation of this private estate was financed with help of the SKNL scheme, a sister
subsidy that provides compensation for turning agricultural land into nature:
We did that at the same time as the design of the estate, yes (13L, nature-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
The same happened with another new private estate that used the SKNL subsidy:
Well, it is just a requirement. New estate, if you want to get a subsidy for function change then you must
open it up, that is just a requirement. And I had no problem with that, I have no problem with that still
because a lot of people like it and use it in a positive way. (3P, nature-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
For other managers, the opening of their property was not linked to the SVNL scheme. Their properties were
already opened before the SVNL scheme. Mostly due to another scheme, the Estate law (Natuurschoonwet,
NSW). The NSW provides owners of private estates fiscal advantages and in return it requires owners to open
their estate and to maintain it:
Yes, linked to the NSW, the opening, and we just always continued that. Then it was at a time that
opening via the SVNL gained a small contribution. Well, well, fine. (9P, nature-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
Yes through the NSW. (17P, integrated cluster, personal communication)
Anyhow, because of the NSW we are actually already an open estate, you have no choice anymore when
you opened up in the NSW and you have a transfer from generation to generation every time. (8P,
production-oriented cluster, personal communication)
There are also other reasons why some private estates were already opened prior to the SVNL scheme. One
manager stated that he just did not mind that people are walking around the estate:
Well, no, we just have no problem with people walking around. (14P, production-oriented personal
communication)
Interestingly, the arrival of the SVNL scheme led to a decrease in path length in a private estate. They used the
implementation of the SVNL scheme as a reference point to reassess their paths and look at what they needed
to adhere to the requirements of the SVNL scheme:
“Before [the SVNL scheme] it was already opened, in fact we even looked at what should we have to
meet the requirements at that time. We have narrow paths and then we zoned it again and then we
created great nature areas. So, we meet the requirements amply because we still have more kilometre’s
path than required, but we have zoned it. (5P, self-oriented cluster, personal communication)
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4.4.2 recreation provision without the scheme
Most of the managers would choose to close or partially close their property if there would be no governmental
requirement or subsidy to open the property. Managers addressed three different reasons to do so. Firstly, some
managers mentioned the costs of regulating recreation as a reason to close of their property:
No, because it costs me quite a lot of money, I also need to pay a special investigative officer to patrol.
We spend quite a lot of time cleaning up and of course you have a lot more obligations to keep your trees
tidy next to the paths. (10L, integrated cluster, personal communication)
But without stimulating I would suddenly think about the hunting interest and the disappearance of
maintenance costs, because of course we have quite some costs to maintain paths and tree safety and
pruning, we would close immediately if it were not arranged via the NSW. (8P, production-oriented
cluster personal communication)
The nature value of the area is another reason for closing off their property that managers often mentioned.
They care for the nature in their property and want it to flourish and thrive:
[…] and from the point of view of the fauna, I find it very annoying that occasionally dogs that walk
around freely through the forest bite a deer to death. (10L, integrated cluster, personal communication)
[…] if opening up would no longer yielded money, part of the forest would certainly be opened, but
another part certainly not. The eastern flank, we actually want to keep it calm there, then I would
withdraw that from the opening. (2P, production-oriented, personal communication)
Look if it is not necessary I think I would very much like to not have the […] open. Because it is a very nice
reserve area for game. We have deer there, badgers, and because it is so beautifully shielded it is a
valuable reserve area and when I look at the corona time now, we are completely overrun by hikers and
that disturbs nature, that is something, well yes, .. I would really love to maintain reserves. (4L, natureoriented cluster, personal communication)
Well, then I think it would look different. We would not close everything off, I certainly do not believe
that, but in certain corners, we would become more reserved. Specially to create more resting areas. (5P,
self-oriented cluster, personal communication)
Nuisance from certain groups of recreationists, in this case dog owners, loiterers that deal drugs and people that
dumb waste, is the last reason that was mentioned to close of the property:
I would have opened it in the beginning, but if I did not have the obligation now then it would just be
closed for dog owners, then I would work with a pass system, then I would really deal with it differently.
Now I do not have the option to close it, or to close the part. Well, that is a shame, but good, it is
everywhere, it is in all nature reserves. (3P, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
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Other managers indicated that they would keep their property open for recreation even without the requirement
and the financial support of the SVNL subsidy:
Yes, yes, that does not matter to us. (7P, nature-oriented cluster, personal communication)
If it only comes to opening up, it would have been open as far as I am concerned, but initially of course
it was the subsidy line, that was the beginning of the opening. (9P, nature-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
Yes we are really an estate for society, so uhmm ... maybe we would look a bit more seriously at the
possibilities to ask for an entrance fee or something, you know or another way to do that. That is not the
case now, because we are open, so we cannot now. But if that had been different, we might have started
looking at other ways, but we still would like to open up, yes. (13L, nature-oriented cluster, personal
communication)
Probably. But politically it is more sensible to say: "no, it will close immediately”. (14P, productionoriented, personal communication)
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5 Discussion

In this chapter the results are discussed and placed in the broader context of other research. Section 5.1 will
provide this discussion on the results. Section 5.2 will be a discussion about the theoretical contribution and
section 5.3 will discuss the methodology.

5.1 Reflection on results
5.1.1 Participation in the SVNL scheme
Most of the managers are participating in the SVNL scheme. This is contrary to the findings of Clerkx et al. (2016),
who found that only a limited amount of PFOs applied for the SVNL subsidy. There is, however, a big difference
between respondents in the study of Clerkx et al. (2016) and this one. Almost 90% of the respondents in their
study are PFOs with less than 5ha of forest. In this study I only interviewed two respondents with less than 5ha
of forest which, in line with the findings of Clerkx et al. (2016), do not participate, or only partially participate, in
the SVNL scheme. Smaller forest patches are perhaps mainly owned by layman, which lack the time and/or
knowledge to actively participate in schemes; Clerkx et al. (2016) found that only 5% of the PFOs in Twente have
a forestry related education. Furthermore, in 2017 the SVNL scheme implemented a minimum acreage for
applying for the scheme which is for most provinces <75 ha. Small-scale forest owners are obliged to join in
collectives if they want to apply, however, this means extra costs and extra ‘difficulties’ to apply.
The managers that did not participate in the SVNL scheme mentioned several reasons. Lack of knowledge about
the subsidies available and eligibility of their forest are the main reasons why they did not participate. Too much
hassle, too many restrictions, too limited profit, and not matching the requirements are other reasons that were
mentioned. These reasons were also mentioned by PFO’s in the study of Clerkx et al. (2016). Lawrence & Dandy
(2014) also found that too much paperwork can be a reason not to participate for owners, this is comparable to
what this research found. However, they suggest that it is always a combination of reasons why owners choose
not to participate. Also, Urquhart et al. (2010) found that private owners perceive schemes as too complicated
and too time-consuming to apply for.
Some of the managers that did participate in the scheme mentioned that following their own objectives is more
important than applying for a scheme with different objectives. The instability of the subsidy considering the
changing political arena is the underlying reason. Private estate owners fear that they will become too much
financially dependent on the scheme if they change their management according to the scheme’s requirements.
This is in line with the findings of Lawrence & Dandy (2014) and Urquhart et al. (2010) in their study of private
landowners in the UK. To boost participation in forest management scheme, the requirements of the scheme
should match with the objectives of forest owners.
However, this seems not a reason for Private estate owners not to participate the SVNL scheme. Apparently, the
SVNL scheme is in line with the objectives of the owners themselves, which stimulates the amount of owners
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that participates in the scheme. If we deduct the non-estates, only 1 manager does not participate and another
one only partially. However, this is not purely a deliberate choice. One nature-oriented owner wants to join in
the scheme with his property, but only his forest patches are inlcuded in the nature management map of the
province. The province focusses on bigger, connected nature areas and do not inlcude small nature areas in the
NNN. As a result, this owner perceives the costs of keeping the paths clear and thinning and replanting as to high
and chooses to remain flexible in his management by not taking part in the scheme. However, for the long run
this complicates the economics for the conservation of the estate. This may limit the provision of social oriented
goals e.g. recreation provision as mentioned by this owner.
The other owner, that only partially participates in the scheme, provides some insight in the interaction of new
private estate owners with the SVNL scheme. This owner, from the nature-oriented cluster portraits her estate
as a ‘breeding nest’ for all sorts of small and medium sized animals. Thats the main goal. Besides that she wants
to create a quiet and lovely place for the residents and recreationist. Due to this two reasons the main part of
their estate is not opened up. This is an example of the shift towards more PFOs with non-traditional oriented
goals as described by Weiß et al. (2017). This is perfectly comparable with the findings of Urquhart et al. (2010).
They found that owners with a primary objective of nature conservation were reluctant to increase public access
to their property for fear of disturbing the wildlife. Likewise, these owners may want to keep their property quiet
for personal use and tranquility. This leads to an unexpected conflict between social and environmental goals.

5.1.2 Decentralisation
I found that some owners could receive SVNL subisdy without a fee for recreation whereas other could not. It
surprised me that the opening of the property is sometimes a prerequisite for the management subsidy, because
in the literature I only found that opening up could be added as an extra fee on top of the management subsidy:
“The subsidy for nature management can be increased by a fee for the maintenance of a recreation package
within the site concerned.” (Hogan, 2016). So, one can in theory apply for the management subsidy if he does
not open his property. Perhaps this is something that differs between provinces as they implement the SVNL
scheme. The fact that it is organized on a provincial level could result in inequality and that is something that the
Dutch government want to refrain from to (Almunia, 2011).
Different provinces have different amount of PFOs to ‘worry’ about. Therefore, the interaction between the
province and the owner is likely to be different per province. My results show that managers perceive the
interaction with the provinces differently. According to Haasnoot (2013), decentralization of Dutch nature policy
might lead to multiple threats. The biggest threat is a lack of provincial budget to support nature conservation.
A related threat is the focus of provinces on economic development instead of nature conservation and
development. This could lead to degradation of the quality of nature. Other threats are the fragmentation of
internationally important nature, such as the NNN structure and the loss of knowledge about nature (policy) on
the national level. Decentralization can have positive outcomes as well. It could lead to more social support for
nature policy, provides opportunities for the provinces for region specific developments and increases the
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freedom of property owners to implement nature policy in their local context, allowing them to focus more on
natural processes instead of species conservation (Haasnoot, 2013).

5.1.3 Management change
It became clear that the SVNL subsidy does not contain a clear incentive or impulse for most private estate
owners to change their management and hence the conservational and/or recreational value of the forest. Most
managers felt that the SVNL scheme provided not more than a financial support for having forest and remaining
it. Without even directly asking my managers about the goals of the estate a lot of them indicated that the
conservation of the estate is the most, or one of the most important goals for them. This is closely linked to
cultural-historical value. A lot of managers indicated that this is an important value which they want to remain
on the estate, strengthening the drive of private estate owners to maintain the property in all its variety. This
indicates that remaining the forest (in all its variety) is an important goal among this group of private estate
owners. The SVNL scheme is not effective for this group, since private forest owners do not see a real incentive
within the SVNL other than maintain the forest as forest (see result part), which they would fulfil anyways. This
means that the effectiveness is low, and the scheme is not anticipated correctly for this owner group (Bali et al.,
2019).
Also, my results reveal some problems on other criteria. For example, some managers mentioned that the way
of monitoring costs a lot of unnecessary money. The estate law and the SVNL scheme do not perfectly match in
terms of opening up criteria, which can pose a problem for the policy mixing criteria. Whereas effectiveness
looks at the outcomes of a scheme, legitimacy is about the procedural and substantive aspects of the scheme
(Wallner, 2008). Some managers were critical about the role of the government in providing subsidy in the
everchanging political arena. Besides, some managers did not like the fact that the government is, in their
opinion, neglecting the wood production aspect of forest. These things may cause problems for the legitimacy
of the scheme.

5.1.4 Standard amount subsidy
Some managers highlight the difficulties of a subsidy scheme with packages with standard monetary amounts
like the SVNL. They argue that it leads to situations where forest owners are opting for packages that provide the
most money adjusted for the effort it takes to adhere to the requirements. According to some managers this can
lead to odd situations. For them, there is too much standardisation and to less focus on specific situations. Some
managers would like to see a scheme that is more focused on expertise and management plans and the
realization of those plans. In that way they think that quality is assured.
There have been forest subsidies in the past where owners would be evaluated on their outputs. Monitoring of
these kind of subsidies takes much more time and effort. Also, it requires PFO’s to have a certain forestry
expertise. It is not surprisingly that the ‘bosgroepen’ (forest associations) and ‘de federatie particulier grondbezit’
(FPG; Federation for Private Landownership in the Netherlands) have tried to help forest owners in certifying and
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applying for the SVNL scheme and provide advice or even physical help in forest management (van der Maaten
& Schuck, 2013). Moreover, the group PFO’s are becoming more diverse, and less forestry educated (Weiß,
Lawrence & Nichiforel, 2017). This would be an argument to create an easy understandable and applicable forest
subsidy to reach as many PFO’s as possible.
On the other side would a simple subsidy not be as effective as possible since specific situations cannot be
addressed in such a scheme. The interviewed managers have mentioned a couple of things that go wrong in the
SVNL scheme due to standardisation. They also stressed their appreciation about the provinces in cases where
they acted flexible and were willing to listen to them, the PEO’s. Opting for an easy subsidy would lose these
benefits. Also, making a distinction between types of owners (nature organisations, PEO’s, State Forestry etc.) is
difficult and potentially against the law as has happened with the ‘PNB-regeling’ (particulieren terreinbeherende
natuurorganisaties; Private managing nature organisations) for purchasing nature areas. PFO’s were not able to
use this scheme, whereas site management organisations were (Kistenkas, 2016; Hakkenes, 2020).
As mentioned in the previous sector (5.1.4), the management of most PEO’s was not changed by the subsidy.
Besides, they experience SVNL more as a payment for services rather than an incentive to change management.
This raises the question whether payment for services is a feasible alternative for the SVNL subsidy. Instead of
providing payment through a subsidy, the Dutch government can also decide to establish payment for forest
ecosystem services (PFES). Forests produce all kinds of ecosystem services on a local (drought reduction, erosion
prevention etc.), regional/national (recreation, better microclimate etc.) and global (carbon sequestration,
biodiversity) scale (Alix-Garcia & Wolff, 2014). PFES is a way to secure or increase the quantity and/or quality of
these ecosystem services. De Knegt (2019) created ecosystem services indicators for the Netherlands, showing
that much of the demand is still unmet, this is also true for forest ecosystem services. Górriz-Mifsud et al. (2016)
have calculated and shown that PFES is an effective way for increasing biodiversity in a forest in Spain. Moreover,
several studies have been done to find out the willingness to pay for recreation in forests (Bartczak et al., 2008,
Rosenberger et al., 2012). A subsidy and PFES are very simple in the sense that money is provided to change the
behaviour of those targeted in a favourable way. However, one big difference is the fact that subsidies are paid
through taxes and PFES can be directly paid by the beneficiaries of the service (e.g., people who recreate in the
forest).
Another, simpler, idea is to pay forest owners based on the desired outputs they produce. Instead of determining
the management, which is not successfully done through the SVNL scheme, we could reward forest owners for
the outcomes. Monitoring the state of the forest (age distribution, species distribution, biodiversity etc.) and
other desired outcomes (recreation provision), can lead to a reward that fits the outcomes achieved by the forest
owner. This can also improve the monitoring system, which is criticized for its bureaucracy and abstractness.

5.1.5 Recreation provision
The SVNL subsidy is not a big incentive for PEO’s to open their forest. From my pool of managers only one of
them indicated that their estate was opened because of this scheme. The Estate Law has been the reason for
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many other private estates why they opened their property. Nowadays there are two schemes that support
PEO’s to open their property, so the second, SVNL, is of course likely to be less effective. Is unnecessary for them.
For other forest owner groups, the opening through the SVNL scheme is still relevant. This is underlined by the
finding that a lot of managers would close their property, or part of their property, if no scheme existed at all.
Some would still open. These findings are in line with the findings of Church & Ravenscroft (2008), who found
that owners that are willing to open their property will do so without the use of the subsidy. Managers from the
production-oriented cluster are more likely to close their property than managers from the nature-oriented
cluster. This finding is in contrast with the findings of Urquhart et al. (2010). They found that owners with a
primary objective of nature conservation were reluctant to increase public access.
Since the Estate Law only provides tax reduction and no real monetary support for the cost that managers make
to open their property, it seems only fair that PEO’s receive compensation through the SVNL scheme. Especially,
because they often receive many recreationists. One interviewed manager mentioned that it would be good to
reassess the standard fee for recreation, since he thinks it does not lead to a fair distribution of money. Some
private estates receive more visitors than other forest owners because they are situated in more densely
populated areas (Urquhart et al., 2010). This is again something that could be improved through a payment
system for forest’s ecosystem services (see 5.1.5). In this system, opening up is not obligatory, but volentary and
can exist of different levels depending on the number of visitors.

5.1.6 Difference between clusters
This study found 4 different clusters, based on two criteria: (1) the goals for wood production and nature
conservation and, (2) the way in which the estate is managed for themselves or for other people. Both these
criteria are an axis along which managers could be placed (see Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.). It appears
that some owners from the nature-oriented cluster do not participate in the scheme, whereas all (but 1) owners
from other clusters do participate. This reveals a possible correlation between cluster type and application rate.
All four managers are quite new forest owners, with a range from 1-12 years. These new owners are natureoriented, which is a trend in West-Europe nowadays (Weiß et al., 2017). This correlates with lower overall affinity
for subsidies (Deuffic et al., 2018). Also, no one of them has a forestry education. This combined may cause these
owners to have a lack of knowledge about the scheme. Furthermore, two of the owners could only partially join
in the SVNL since their areas where not included in the nature management map of the province. On the other
hand, none of the managers stated their nature-oriented focus as a reason not to participate. In fact, most
managers associated the SVNL scheme with a focus on nature value. However, due to the small number of
managers in this study, the relation could not be statistically verified. It could well be that other factors play a
part, such as size of the property, the fact that it is merely new forest owners, or eligibility of their property for
the SVNL scheme, especially since the SVNL is nature oriented. Therefore, to clarify this correlation, research
with more managers is needed. Practically, this means that the SVNL scheme is interesting for all members to
participate based on their management goals and values. However, to reach an even greater amount of PFOs it
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is important to provide more information to new forest owners about the SVNL scheme. This will likely increase
the numbers of participants in the scheme.
It will be important to know if any further important differences exist among different forest owners. Differences
among owners often bring up a challenge for policy makers because policy tools will have different effects on
owners. Differences among owners make them susceptible to different forms of drivers (Deuffic et al., 2018).
Policy tools and approaches could be fine-tuned to overcome inefficiency for certain groups. For example, public
forest owners are influenced by other structural factors than PFOs. Even between PFOs there are quite some
differences (Deuffic et al., 2018). Deuffic et al., found that public forest owners are influenced more by national
policy tools than PFOs. On the other hand, production-oriented owners are more influenced by the timber
market and environmentalist are the most influenced by the environmental aspect. Family forest owners are
influenced the most by expected norms. The cluster that I determined are somewhat overlapping with these
owner groups. Hence, it is important to link the SVNL scheme with the timber market, environmental aspect, and
traditional norms to be able to influence these PFOs groups in a more effective way. These aspects are mentioned
in some of the interviews and discussed below
A lot of the PEO’s interviewed acknowledge the need for mixing tree species and improving other aspects (such
as water retention, acidification etc.). This aspect is mentioned by managers from different clusters. Overall
interviews from nature-oriented and integrated cluster put more emphasize on revitalisation. Perhaps this can
be explained by the fact that revitalisation and mixing of tree species and age make wood production a more
difficult task. However, Arnolds et al. (2020) conclude that this can lead to more profitable wood production. The
fact that PEO’s objectives are often in line with the Forest Strategy (Ministry of LNV, 2020) is promising for the
acceptance of the plans (Lawrence & Dandy, 2014).
There seems to be a strong consensus about the role of wood production in the SVNL subsidy among PEO’s of
the production-oriented and integrated cluster. They would like to see that the production of wood gets a
stronger and better protected place in the scheme. In the current scheme, wood production is punished as you
receive less subsidy for packages with production. In the new forest strategy, the Ministry of LNV (Landbouw,
Natuur & voedselkwalitiet, in English: Agriculture, Nature and Food Quality) aims for a decrease of the area of
production forest, to increase the amount of nature forest (Ministry of LNV, 2020). The focus is on revitalisation
of forest and small-scale wood production. Also, the Ministry wants to discourage wood production in nature
forest. It is currently allowed to yield 20% of the regrowth, but this is discouraged to increase the age of the
forest and to increase the amount of dead wood (Ministry of LNV, 2020).
The ministry however recognizes the importance of wood production for financial support, especially for the
private sector. According to the forest strategy, small-scale wood production can be increased due to
revitalisation of production forests (Ministery of LNV, 2020). Interestingly the Ministry initiated research to find
out the best way of cutting wood in terms of carbon sequestration, soil development, rejuvenation, and
biodiversity. At the same time, other researcher did comparable research, both finding somewhat different
outcomes (den Ouden & Mohren, 2020; Arnolds et al., 2020). The optimal scale of cutting is still to be debated.
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Sustaining the cultural-historical value of the property, could become a challenge for private estate owners since
the new ‘forest strategy’ aims to increase the number of species in forests (Ministry of LNV, 2020). The SVNL
scheme could include stimuli, or a balance, for both environmental and cultural-historical structural factors. The
standard amount that is provided now for avenues becomes insufficient for avenues with older (and higher) trees
or when replanting. Again, the SVNL scheme could introduce different levels here to overcome this problem or
implement a project subsidy as proposed by some managers. Davis & Fly (2010) found that it is very important
to incorporate forest owners’ conceptualizations of forest management and their beliefs within the scheme, this
may boost participation and compliance. Therefore, it is important to keep incorporating the cultural-historical
value of forests in forest policy.

5.2 Theoretical contribution
In contrast with studies that suggest that participation of forest owners is the biggest challenges for effective
forest policy (Lawrence & Dandy, 2014; Urquhart et al., 2010; Davis & Fly, 2010; Boon et al. 2010 and; Klosowski
et al., 2001), I found that for the SVNL scheme the biggest challenge for its effectiveness is the behavioural change
that it tries to induce in forest owners. This study's findings are comparable to Kluender et al. (1999) who found
that a forest policy did not change behaviour in the targeted owners and suggest that it should be carefully
reviewed.
I used the theoretical understanding of the effects of forestry interventions as guideline for my initial coding
(Table 1). Within these areas I indicated several categories from the literature that are believed to explain (some
of) the effect of forestry interventions and differences among forest owner types. This resulted in the
unconstrained matrix as shown in Fout! Verwijzingsbron niet gevonden.. After conducting this research, I could
add some more categories to this framework. These categories are derived and/or deducted from the responses
of my interviews. All of them are also discussed in this thesis. They are shown in Table 2. The most important
theoretical insight is the fact that at the same time a forest policy can be effectively engaging forest owners in
the scheme, but ineffectively changing the behaviour of those owners. There may be a trade-off between
participation rate and behavioural change in forest schemes. However, effectiveness is just one of the many
criteria for forest policy evaluation (section 2.2.3).
The application of forest owner categories from prior studies is shown to be difficult in this research. Categories
from prior research is often context specific and that makes wider use a challenge. This highlights the need to
think of ways to make categories more widely applicable, such as linking it to easily accessible characteristics, or
developing a new measurement instrument. Perhaps the q-factor analysis of Kangas et al. (2010) is useful in
studying the decision making about participation in forest policy schemes. However, the question is whether the
same PFO categories for participation and effectiveness are useful. This study has showed that participation rate
and effectiveness are not necessarily correlated.
Due to the difficulty of context-specific categories, the pre-determined categories were not used in this study,
but new clusters were created based on the nature-wood axis and the managing for self-other axis (Figure 4). This
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was chosen as the SVNL scheme addresses both these features (environmental and recreational values). The
clustering was based on the objectives of the owners and not on concrete outcomes or measurements. For the
SVNL scheme this captures the variety, but like other PFO’s categories it is context specific.

5.3 Methodological discussion
As a result of time and resources and the choice for a qualitative design, only 17 managers were interviewed.
This number is too low to demonstrate correlation, merely possible relations. Besides, the low number of
interviewees makes the findings limited in representativeness of the whole PEO population. The conclusions can
therefore not be extrapolated to all PEO’s. 10 out of the 17 managers (59%) that I found is production-oriented
or multifunctional. Deuffic et al., (2018) found a percentage of 75% for these groups in the Netherlands. This
indicates that my sampling population in somewhat biased towards nature-oriented managers.
Also, the question arises what exactly entails the concept of ‘an estate’. There is no exact definition that is
applicable in all situations. The Estate Law uses a definition that is focused on the natural beauty of the estate:
An immovable property occupied in whole or in part with natural sites, forests, or other wood stands including those on which a country estate or other structures stands, appropriate to the character of the
estate – insofar that it is desirable that the immovable property continues to exist in its characteristic
appearance for the preservation of the natural beauty. (Wet NSW, 1928)
Estate law estates are further clearly defined with quota and percentages for the number of natural sites etc.
The general concept of ‘an estate’ is however broad. Wikipedia, for example, defines an estate as:
Historically, an estate comprises the houses, outbuildings, supporting farmland, and woods that
surround the gardens and grounds of a very large property, such as a country house or mansion. It is an
"estate" because the profits from its produce and rents are sufficient to support the household in the
house at its centre. (Wikipedia, 2021)
A difficulty when investigating private estate in the Netherlands is the absence of a list of all estates. If such a list
existed, you could sample randomly which leads to more valid findings. There is a list of all estate that are situated
under the Estate law, but this is not the whole population and is probably biased.
Therefore, I needed to use a non-random sampling technique. This has probably led to some biases. First, by
using https://nederlandselandgoederen.nl/ and google.com I am biased towards private estates that have an
accessible website. Perhaps these are bigger estates, more orientated towards reaching the public and/or more
actively managed estates. Second, by using expert sampling I am biased towards contacts of the FNP staff. These
might be PEO’s that more often participate in research and/or are perhaps forestry educated. In this research 10
out of the 17 managers (59%) were forestry educated.
All the above highlights the fact that conclusion should be made carefully and that more research is needed to
provide more, and perhaps qualitative, information. However, this research already provides interesting first
insights in the effectiveness of the SVNL scheme.
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6. Conclusion
In this chapter I will form an answer to the research question. Section 6.1 answers sub question A) To what
extent does the SVNL subsidy lead to a change in management behaviour and recreational provision through
opening up? Section 6.2. answers sub question B) How does this differ between PFO types?

6.1 Management change and recreation provision
It became clear that the SVNL subsidy does not contain a clear incentive or impulse for most private estate
owners to change their management and hence the conservational and/or recreational value of the forest. Most
managers felt that the SVNL scheme provided not more than a financial support for having forest and remaining
it. Without even directly asking my managers about the goals of the estate a lot of them indicated that the
conservation of the estate is the most, or one of the most important goals for them. This is closely linked to
cultural-historical value. A lot of managers indicated that this is an important value which they want to remain
on the estate, strengthening the drive of private estate owners to maintain the property in all its variety. This
indicates that remaining the forest (in all its variety) is an important goal among this group of private estate
owners. The SVNL scheme is not effective for this group, since it does not change private estate owner’s
management. This is because they do not see a real incentive within the SVNL other than maintain the forest as
forest, which they would fulfil anyways.

6.2 Difference between clusters
It appears that some owners from the nature-oriented cluster do not participate in the scheme, whereas all (but
1) owners from other clusters do participate. This reveals a possible correlation between cluster type and
application rate. All four managers are quite new forest owners, with a range from 1-12 years. Also, no one of
them has a forestry education. This combined may cause these owners to have a lack of knowledge about the
scheme. Furthermore, two of the owners could only partially join in the SVNL since their areas where not included
in the nature management map of the province. On the other hand, none of the managers stated their natureoriented focus as a reason not to participate. In fact, most managers associated the SVNL scheme with a focus
on nature value.
There were 4 managers that changed their management (slightly). These owners were from all clusters so no
difference between cluster can be identified. 2 out of the 4 managers changed their land use type from
agricultural to nature with help of a conversion subsidy that is linked to the SVNL scheme, these included a
nature-oriented and an integrated manager. Another, production-oriented, owner, change one of his patches of
forest from production to nature forest, because of practical reasons, and the fact that it yields more money
through the SVNL scheme. The fourth, nature-oriented, manager could not mention physical changes in their
management, but claimed that the SVNL changed their vision on sustainable forestry.
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7 Recommendations

It is important to do more research on the effectiveness of forest policy. Qualitative research, like this, can hint
at interesting first insights in the effect of forest policy. Besides, quantitative research will be needed to verify
these findings on a larger scale, to be able to find correlations. Also, it would be useful to extend research on the
classification of forest owners’ decision making in forest policy in order to understand PFO’s decision making
better and build forest policy accordingly.
So far the SVNL scheme has not really been changing the management of PEO’s in the Netherlands. Therefore,
the effectiveness seems to be low. Managers often see the scheme as a payment for social and environmental
services. Such a scheme with different levels would better serve the current situation of PEO’s in the Netherlands,
in which the Forest strategy and corresponding climate goals, can also be considered. This could be a moment to
include such incentives in the scheme, based on the direction that the ministry wants to go; revitalisation, mixing
of species and older forests. It is an important window of opportunity to use the SVNL scheme to foster
revitalisation of forests. This is also touched upon by one of the managers:
“But soon of course the new forest strategy will come, and you could say well evaluate that forest
strategy to see if you are actually doing with this [SVNL] scheme what you want to achieve with that
forest strategy. Making species more climate-rich, how do you do that with a SVNL scheme, how are
you going to achieve that?” – 16P, integrated cluster
I found that PEO’s will likely only apply for a scheme if the requirements are in line with their own management
goals and aims. My outcomes show that this moment is right for introducing the mixing of species in an effective
way. PEO’s are willing and the governmental aims are comparable in this regard. My suggestion would be to
translate the goals of revitalisation in the SVNL scheme. Not only by reducing the options for wood production
in the scheme (Ministry of LNV, 2020), but by setting aims for introducing certain species. This could be
implemented in the scheme in a very simple way by setting percentage goals for certain species and ages of
trees. At the same time this could improve the problem of acidification as this is a bigger problem in pine, oak &
beech dominated forests and indicated as a big problem in the forest strategy (Ministry of LNV, 2020).
The SVNL scheme could also be finetuned to foster the cultural-historical value of private estate. The government
could reassess the subsidy for coppice forest as this is nowadays way too little. Another recommendation to
boost the cultural-historical value is to evaluate the current subsidy for avenues. The lump sum subsidy for
avenues is currently not working in the best possible way for PEO’s. They argue for the return of a project subsidy
when incidentally high costs are made, such as pruning and replanting, when that is needed. This could also be
placed in a payment for services system.
The monitoring of the SVNL scheme is another component that could be improved. The interviewed managers
have explained their wishes for more quality monitoring that can support their management or provide feedback
for it. They would like to receive the outcomes of the monitoring more directly from the province.
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To really create an effective policy scheme, managers of private estates and more broadly PFO’s (Mitani &
Lindhjem, 2015), would need a long-lasting stable scheme provided by the government with a good economic
rational. In Norway, quite some private managers are than even ready to forego wood cutting for eternity (Mitani
& Lindhjem, 2015). Regardless of the course that the Dutch government want to take, establishing a stable
scheme with an economic rational (forestry or other, e.g., Payment for environmental and social services,
hunting, berry picking, mushroom picking) is a prerequisite for getting private estate owners aboard.
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Appendix A
Forest nature types within the SVNL subsidy. Dutch (English)

N14 Vochtige bossen (moist forests)

•
o

N14.01 Rivier- en beekbegeleidend bos (river and stream
accompanying forest)

o

N14.02 Hoog- en laagveenbos (peat moor and moss forest)

o

N14.03 Haagbeuken- en essenbos (hornbeam and ash forest)
N15 Droge bossen (dry forests)

•
o

N15.01 Duinbos (dune forest)

o

N15.02 Dennen-, eiken-, en beukenbos (pine, oak and beech
forest)
N16 Bossen met productiefunctie (forest with production function)

•
o

N16.01 Droog bos met productie (vervallen) (dry forest with
production; expired)

o

N16.02 Vochtig bos met productie (vervallen) (moist forest with
production; expired)

o

N16.03 Droog bos met productie (nieuw per 01-01-2018) (dry
forest with production; new since 01-01-2018)

o

N16.04 Vochtig bos met productie (nieuw per 01-01-2018) (moist
forest with production; new since 01-01-2018)
N17 Cultuurhistorische bossen (cultural-historical forest)

•

i

o

N17.01 Vochtig hakhout en middenbos (vervallen) (moist coppice
and semi-coppice forest; expired)

o

N17.02 Drooghakhout (dry coppice)

o

N17.03 Park- en stinzenbos (park and manor house forest)

o

N17.04 Eendenkooi (duck decoy)

o

N17.05 Wilgengriend (nieuw per 1-1-2017) (moist willow coppice;
new since 01-01-2017)

o

N17.06 Vochtig en hellinghakhout (nieuw per 1-1-2017) (moist
and slope coppice (new since 01-01-2017

Appendix B
Specifications forest owner types.
Owner type:

ii

Specifications
Nature

Wood production

Recreation

Overt forest owner

The forest may go its own way, there may be sick and dead
trees, there is money for nature, reticent towards exotics,
wants to have rich nature and open spaces are allowed

is part of it, to support recreation or nature.

Recreationists are welcome, there is
good contact with recreationists and
local residents. Zoning is part of forest
management

Company
owner

forest

There is nature in every forest, the forest may not collapse
by itself, but all trees do not have to look healthy, there is
money for nature and the forest does not have to look neat

is very important and a challenge, it is a
means to preserve the estate character,
good wood producing trees are given more
opportunity, it is a challenge to optimize
wood production.

Recreationists are welcome, but
compensation
would
be
fair,
recreational users sometimes seem
more important than wood production

Family
owner

forest

There is nature in every forest, the forest may not collapse
by itself, but all trees do not have to look healthy, there is
money for nature and the forest does not have to look neat

Is a means of preserving the estate
character, a forest manager is more
responsible for the fate of nature than an
average citizen, good wood-producing
species should be given more space than
poor-producing species.

The forest is not made beautiful for
recreationists

Hobby
owner

forest

forest
environmentalist

iii

Wood production does not create more variation in nature,
exotics do belong here, open spaces are definitely part of my
forest, various stands provide biodiversity, wood production
is a means to be able to afford more nature, rich nature

optimizing wood production is not a
challenge

They consider biodiversity as an ally, a means to make their
forest more resilient, productive, and profitable. these forest
owners adopt continuous cover forestry, mixing trees in the
forest stands, and stimulating biodiversity in the forest
ecosystem

claim to earn their living from forestry while
remaining in harmony with biological cycles
and adopting technologies with lesser
impacts on the environment

I don't care if dead trees disturb my
visitors

Continued:
Owner type:

specifications
Business operations

Overt
owner

forest

Good contact with contractors, there
is no family tradition, hunting is
unimportant, impossible, people
prefer not to use chemicals, first look
at what comes naturally before
intervening, they keep well informed
about felling and towing equipment
and making plans is fun.

Company forest
owner

Gamekeeper
is
important
for
supervision. The forest business must
be running smoothly, rent generates
money, people prefer not to use
chemicals

Family
owner

Manage as family property, with the
feeling of being your own boss, one
explicitly states not to show off the
property, good management puts
one's heart and soul into it, hunting for
harmful game is part of good forest
management and chemical means are
allowed (limited) to be used

iv

forest

Age
often
quite
young

-

mostly
retired

Education
MBO-forestry
education

HBO
forestry
education as a
manager

university degree;
not forestry

Remaining
occasionally rings a badly formed
tree, believes that there may be
more than 1 tree / ha of dead wood

as efficient as possible by putting as
little time and money under
management as possible

longest involved and responsible for
forest management

works a lot in
the
forest
himself

will not ring trees
themselves

Hobby
owner

forest

forest
environmentalist

v

they absolutely do not show off their
property, a well-running company
plays no role here, healthy game is
important, hunting is a family
tradition, one has a favourite place in
the forest, sometimes one would like
to close the forest, one does not have
to financially benefit from it. it is not an
investment
While they pay lot of attention to
advances in ecological sciences, they
confront these results with their own
experiences in the field, refusing to
take for granted every kind of
technological advances. Despite a
biocentric approach, they refuse the
“doing nothing” attitude, as they
consider it leads to lower biodiversity

often not green
HBO or university
education

shorter involved in management

similarity is a
hobby
character,
otherwise
a
diverse group

score low on
wood production

Appendix C
List of questions to classify forest owners in pre-determined groups.

v

1

Could you tell me more about the area? How big is it? What types of use are there etc.

2

For how long has the property been owned by the owner/family?

3

Who executes daily maintenance?

4

What is your age?

5

Which education have you followed?

6

Why have you become owner/manager of a forest?

7

For how many years have you been involved in the management of the property?

8

How do the following three things relate to each other? wood production, nature value and recreation?

9

What are the sources of income that relate to the property?

10

What is your financial goal?

11

In your opinion, do you think that trees that produce good wood should be given more opportunities
than trees that do not produce good wood?

12

What do you do with tree that die?

13

What do you do with sick trees?

14

What is your opinion about letting nature take its own course?

15

How do you experience new things such as subsidies or a new recreation regulation?

Appendix D
Interview guideline used

Ik ben Rik Verhave. Ik ben student aan de Universiteit van Wageningen waar ik nu met mij master thesis bezig
ben. Dat is ook de reden van dit interview. Mijn thesis gaat namelijk over de effectiviteit van de
‘subsidieverordening natuur en landschapsbeheer’ voor private bosbeheerders in Nederland. Dat is ook de
reden dat ik heb gevraagd of u wilt meedoen aan dit interview. Om een goed beeld te krijgen van het effect
van de SVNL subsidie is het belangrijk voor mij dat u aan dit interview mee doet. Daarnaast kunnen de
resultaten bijdrage aan een verder begrip van het effect van deze subsidie en kunnen de resultaten helpen
tijdens het opstellen van komende subsidieregelingen.
Het interview bestaat uit 4 delen. Het eerste deel zijn wat achtergrond vragen en vragen over de doelstelling
voor uw bos. Het tweede deel gaat over deelname aan SVNL. Het derde deel gaat over veranderingen van het
beheer. Het laatste deel gaat over openstelling van het bos.

Ik zou graag dit interview opnemen, zodat ik het kan transcriberen en kan gebruiken voor mijn analyse. Vind
u het goed dat ik dit interview opneem?

Hoe denkt u over het gebruik van uw naam of de naam van uw organisatie in dit onderzoek? Voor mijn
onderzoek zou het fijn zijn als ik uw naam mag gebruiken, maar als u dat niet ziet zitten dan kan ik zorgen dat
ik uw naam niet noem (of iets wat daar naar terug kan herleiden), zodat u anoniem blijft. Wat vindt u? Moet
het anoniem blijven of mag ik uw naam gebruiken?

Vindt u het goed als ik hier en daar uw woorden (al dan niet anoniem) quote?

De gegevens die voortkomen uit dit interview zullen door mij veilig privé worden opgeslagen. Nadat ik mijn
thesis heb afgerond zullen deze door mijn begeleider permanent worden opgeslagen. Naast mijn begeleider
en ik kan er niemand in de data komen, daarin is uw privacy gewaarborgd.

Dan wil ik u nu nogmaals vragen, nu u volledig geïnformeerd bent, of u mee wilt doen aan dit interview?
(Antwoord afwachten).
Heel fijn dat u deelt wilt nemen aan dit interview. Dan zullen we nu doorgaan met de vragen van dit interview
(recorder aanzetten als dat is goedgekeurd!).

vi

Sectie

Achtergrond + beheerstijl

#

Vraag

Probe

1

Kunt u mij meer vertellen over het gebied? Hoe groot is
het? Wat voor grondgebruik?

#Ha, bos #Ha, anders #Ha

2

Hoe lang is het gebied in bezit van eigenaar/familie?

3

Wie voert het dagelijks beheer uit?

4

Wat is uw leeftijd?

eigenaar/beheerder

5

Welke opleidingen heeft u geheel gevolgd?

6

Waarom bent u eigenaar/beheerder van een bos
geworden?

7

Hoeveel jaar bent u betrokken bij het beheer van dit bos?

8

Wat heeft in uw gebied de meeste nadruk? Hout
productie, natuur of recreatie?

9

Wat zijn bronnen van inkomsten die terugvallen op het
gebied?

Hout
productie,
Pacht,
jacht,
workshops, rondleidingen, entreegeld,
biomassa

10

Wat is uw financiële doelstelling

Moet geld opleveren; quitte draaien;
bosbezit niet meer dan xx euro per ha;
bosbezit mag meer kosten

11

Vind u dat goed hout producerende bomen meer de kans
moeten krijgen dan niet goed hout producerende
bomen?

Waarom?

12

Wat doet u met bomen die dood gaan?

Waarom? Ringt u ook wel een actief?

13

Hebben zieke bomen een plek in uw bos?

Waarom?

14

Hoe kijkt u aan tegen de natuur volledig zijn eigen gang
laten gaan?

Waarom?

15

Hoe ervaart u nieuwe dingen zoals subsidie of omgang
recreatie?

Waarom? meer als een uitdaging of als
een bedreiging?

Sectie

SVNL applicatie

1

Neemt u deel aan SVNL met uw bos?

Sectie

SVNL geen deelname

1

vii

Als nee dan sectie ‘SVNL geen
deelname’. Als ja dan sectie ‘SVNL
deelname’

Wat is uw beeld van de toegankelijkheid van het aanvragen
van een SVNL subsidie?

2

Wat is uw gevoel van begrijpelijkheid over het aanvraag
systeem van de subsidie?

3

Zijn er bepaalde inhoudelijke aspecten van SVNL die u erg
aanspreken? Zo ja welke?

beter beheer, meer inkomsten, subsidie
voor recreatie, natuurgericht

4

Zijn er bepaalde inhoudelijke aspecten van SVNL die u
tegenstaan? Zo ja welke?

minder kap, natuurwaarden verstoord
door recreatie, beheeroverlast door
recreatie, afhankelijkheid van subsidie,

angst voor verlies van controle over
eigendom, verstoring rust van het bos
5

Wat zijn de belangrijkste redenen voor uw keuze om niet
deel te nemen aan SVNL?

6

Hoe Is deze keuze verandert door de jaren heen?

7

Hoe zou uw beheer veranderen als u wel mee zou doen
aan de SVNL subsidie

8

Wat zou er kunnen veranderen aan de subsidie om de
kans te vergroten dat u deel neemt aan SVNL?

Sectie

SVNL deelname

1

Heeft u voor alle of voor een deel van de bospakketten
een volledige subsidie? Dus inclusief gratis openstelling?

Sectie

SVNL opengesteld

1

Wat zijn de drie belangrijkste bospakketten voor u qua
ha?

2

Voor welke van deze bospakketten heeft u een volledige
gratis openstelling? Hoeveel dagen per jaar zijn deze
geopend?
Heeft u pakketten zonder openstelling? Waarom heeft u
hiervoor gekozen?
Heeft u naar aanleiding van de SVNL subsidie uw
bosgebieden opengesteld?
Zou u uw bosgebieden ook openstellen als u geen SVNL
subsidie had?
Waarom wel of niet?

3
4
5
6

viii

economische,
ecologische

sociale,

beheer,

Naar het einde van het interview

Zo ja dan sectie ‘SVNL opengesteld’. Zo
nee dan sectie ‘SVNL niet opengesteld’

7

Kunt u een schatting geven van het aantal recreanten dat
op een mooi zonnige zondag uw bos bezoekt?

8

Welke maatregelen neemt u/welk beheer voert u uit in
uw bos om recreatie een plaats te geven?

Paden
aanleggen
(voor
wie),
langeafstandsroutes,
overgroei
snoeien,
prullenbakken,
honden,
overlast, zonering.

9

Op welke manier is dit veranderd na uw deelname aan de
SVNL subsidie?

Naar sectie ‘SVNL beheer verandering’

Sectie

SVNL niet opengesteld

1

Wat zijn de drie belangrijkste bospakketten voor u qua
ha?

2

Is uw gebied opengesteld met entreegelden of is uw
gebied niet opengesteld?

Als opengesteld tegen betaling dan
vraag 4

3

Waarom heeft u ervoor gekozen om uw gebied niet open
te stellen?

Door naar volgende sectie

4

Welke maatregelen neemt u in uw bos om recreatie een
plaats te geven?

5

Kunt u een schatting geven van het aantal recreanten dat
op een mooie zonnige zondag uw bos bezoekt?

6

Waarom heeft u gekozen voor openstelling tegen
betaling van entreegeld?

Sectie

SVNL beheer verandering

1

Hoeveel uur besteedt u gemiddeld per week aan
bosbeheer?
Op welke manier is dit sinds uw deelname aan de SVNL
subsidie veranderd?
Kunt u een indruk geven aan wat voor soort
bosactiviteiten u tijd besteedt in het beheer?
Heeft u naar aanleiding van de SVNL subsidie uw
bosbeheer verandert op bepaalde terreinen? Zo ja wat
zijn de belangrijkste veranderingen?
Wat zijn de belangrijkste aspecten van uw beheer dat
niet (of nauwelijks) veranderd zijn?
Welke aspecten van uw bosbeheer zou u anders
uitvoeren als u geen SVNL subsidie had?
In hoeverre heeft u het gevoel dat uw beheer voldoet aan
de eisen van de subsidie?

2
3

4
5
6
7

Op welke manier speelt dit mee in uw beslissingen ten
aanzien van uw beheer?

Sectie

Einde van het interview

1

Heeft u nog vragen naar aanleiding van dit interview?

2

Zijn
er
nog
dingen
over
SVNL
(aanvraag/uitvoering/monitoring) waar we het niet over
gehad hebben en die voor u wel belangrijk zijn?

Dan wil ik u hartelijk danken voor in tijd en voor deelname aan dit interview. Ik ga dit interview transcriberen,
zodat ik het kan gebruiken in mijn onderzoek naar de effectiviteit van de SVNL subsidie. Hartelijk dank!

ix

